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1. Introduction

Suppose S = S(f) = r\X ia a Shimura variety obtained as the quotient
of a Hermitian symmetrie spaee X = G(R)/ ](00 - G ia a semisimple group
over Q , Koo C G(R) a maximal eompaet subgroup - by an arithmetie
subgroup f of G(Q).

Suppose that H is a semisimple Q -subgroup of G such that Y =
H(R)/ !(H is also Hermitian symmetrie, with ](H = Koo n H a maximal
eompaet subgroup of H(R) and such that the natural inclusion i of Y in X
is holomorphic.

For every covering S(f') -+ S(r) with f' c f offinite index the resulting
map i = i(f') : f' n H\Y --+ f'\X is , as is well known , a morphism of
varieties.

Let C be a correspondence on S whieh is of the form z -+ g( z) on the
universal covering X of S with 9 E G(Q). We therefore get a finite covering
C : S(r') -+ S(r) for some r'.

In this article , we are concerned with the following question . Let w be
a cohomology class on S whose restrietion (i.e. pullback via the composite
of C wi th i) to r' n H\Y is zero for all the correspondences C defined above
- we will say then that w vanishes stably along H . Then is w itself zero?

.. Membre de ['institut Universitaire de Frnnce
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This question is hard to answer for an arbitrary dass w , but we ean give a
eriterion purely in terms of the linear algebra of G and H,· for holomorphie
forms on S (whieh are euspidal if S is not eompaet). One of the reasons for
the holomorphie ease being easier is that the restrietion of a holomorphie
form to a subvariety is indeed holomorphie whereas even if w is a harmonie
form on S , its restrietion to r' n H\Y need not be harmonie in general.
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As in (Clo 1] and [Clo 2], we make use of the explicit description - as
formulated in [V-Z] - of (g,K)-modules with non-zero cohomology . Indeed,
the papers [elo 1] and [Clo 2] deal with the question of vanishing or not,
of cup-products of two holomorphic forms on S , which may he interpreted
as the question of the vanishing of the restriction to the diagonal of the
tensor-product of these two forms.

The quest ion of the stahle vanishing of w along H (at least in the co
compact case ; when S is not compact, one must restrict oueself to cuspidal
cohomology ) has a simple description in terms of the Parthasarathy-Vogan
Zuckerman theory : suppose that the infinity type of w is Aq , associated to
the li-stable parabolic subalgebra q of the Lie-algebra 9 = LieG(R) Q9 C. Let
p+ be the holomorphic tangent space of X = G(R)jK o::n u be the unipotent
radical of q , u+ its intersection with p+ and R the dimension of u+. Then,
w is stably non-zero along H if and only if the R-th exterior power of u+ (
a line ) lies in the smallest suhspace of the R-th exterior power of p+ which
contains the R-th exterior power of p+ n h (here, h = LieH(R) 0 C) , and is
stable under the adjoint action of [(co. We prove this in section 2 , first in
the compact case ; the non-compact case is dealt with similarly (for cuspi
dal holomorphic cohomology ) and we will briefly indicate the modifications
necessary .

We then use this criterion in the case of the classical hermitian symmetric
domains and some naturally embedded sub- hermitian domains. The results
are set out in section 3 .

The conjectures of Langlands , Arthur and Kottwitz on the Zeta functions
of Shimura varieties impose strang restrictions on the Galois representations
occurring in the etale (intersection ) cohomology of the Borel-Bailey-Satake
Compactification of S. By working out the predictions of these conjectures
in the special cases of U(g,h) (g :::; h , 9 2: 2 and h =I 2 ) and GSp(g)
(g 2:: 2 ) we will see in section 4 , that the action of the Galois group on the
cohomology degree g , of the Shimura varieties corresponding to these two
groups is potentially Abelian .

As an application of the ca1culations of section 3 , we show in section 5
, that given a holomorphic g-form on a Siegel-modular variety (the Shimura
variety associated to the group GSp(g), with 9 2: 2) , its restriction to some
product of g modular curves is non-zero. This is shown to imply that the
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Mumford-Tate group of the compactly supported cohomology in degree g of
the Siegel-modular variety is Abelian (this was implicitly proved in a paper of
Weissauer in the case g = 2 ) , thereby confirming the heuristics of section 4 .
As a consequence , we find that the action of the Galois-group on the (image
of the compactly supported cohomology in degree g in the ) etale intersection
cohomology of the associated (Borel-Bailey -Satake ) compactification of the
Siegel-modular variety is potentially Abelian .

As another application , we show that the Mumford-Tate group of the
(compactly supported ) cohomology in degree g , of same Shimura varieties
attached to U(g,h) (2 :::; g :::; hand (g, h) =I (2,2)) is also Abelian , by
restricting the cohomology to an appropriate product of curves. Analogously
, we show that the action of the Galois-group on the (image of the compactly
supported cohomology in the ) etale cohomology in degree g of the associated
compactification of this Shimura variety is potentially Abelian .

The second named author would like heartily to thank the first for pa
tiently explaining many of the ideas referred to above , especially the theory
of Parthasarathy , Vogan and Zuckerman and the conjectures on the Zeta
functions of Shimura varieties. He would also like to thank the Universite de
Paris-Sud 1 Orsay~J for its hospitality while part of this work was done and
the Institut Univ~ritairede France and the Commission on Developement
and Exchanges of the International Mathematical Union for providing travel
support to enable him to visit Paris.

The first named author wants to record here that the results contained in
[elo 1] concerning the vanishing of cup-products of holamorphie forms had
been proved by Parthasarathy [Par 1] . Thus the new content of [Clo 1] is
the non-vanishing of certain cup-products . An earlier result (for U(n,l)) can
be found in Shimura [Sh 1] .

* and the MPI in Bonn
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2. - General criteria

2.1. - Let G be a eormected semi-simple group defined aver Q; by abuse of notation
we will also denote by G the graup G(R). Let K c G be a maximal eompaet subgroup.
We assume that the symmetrie space X = G/K is of Hermitian type. There is then an
element chelonging to the center of K such that Ad(c) induces, on the tangent space Po
of X at its base point 0 =K, multiplication by i = A. Let

(2.1)

be the associated decomposition of 9 : thus p+ = {X E P Ad(c)X - iX} is the
holomorphic tangent spare.

Now let He G be a connected reductive subgroup over Q.
We will assume

(2.2) H n K is a maximal compact subgroup cf H.

Then the restriction to H of a Cartan involution () of G is a Cartan involution of
H = H(IR). We have a corresponding decomposition

(2.3)

with P1/ = p n~. We further assume

fJ = eH EI) PIl

(2.4) PH is stahle by Ad(c) .

Then Ad(c) defines a KH-invariant eomplex structure on PH,O. The space X/{ 
HfH n K is Hermitian symmetrie. We have a triangular decomposition

(2.5)

compatible with (2.1) j finally, the embedding XII ~ X is holomorphie.
Now we assume that r C G(Q) is a neat congruenee subgroup. Precisely, we

suppose that r = G(Q) n KJ' KJ C G(AJ) being a compact--{)pen subgroup such that
G(Q) n (I( x gK/9- 1) = {!} for any 9 E G(AJ). We consider the Shimura varicty
S(r) = r\X : it is one of the connected eomponents of S(Kf) = G(Q)\G(A)/K . Kf =
G(Q)\X x G(A/)/Kf.

Now assume K? C H{Af ) is compact-open. If KJI C Kf there is a natural map
S(Kf)~ S(K7)· Dy aur assumption on KJ' j is finite and unramified. We recall the

J
fallowing fact due to Deligne [Oe!, Prop. 1.15} :

LEMMA 2.1. - Given Kr c H{Af), there exists a compact open subgroup K} C

G(Af), with Kr C K}, such that the natural map j' : S(K?) -. S(K}) is injective.
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Ip particular, ifwe take K? = !(,nH(A,) we get a natural mapj: S(Ky) -+ S(KJ);
j is finite and if we replace !(f by a sufficiently small subgroup K} we get a diagram

(2.6)

S(K1) --+.,
1

S(K})

1~

where tr is the natural projection and j' is injective. By restrietion to the connected
component rn H\H/ !<H we get a map j : rn H\XH -+ r\X with analogous properties.

Now assurne 9 E G(Q). Fix ](1 C H(A f ) and consider the map jg : H(A) -+

G(A) given by jg(h) = gh. It is easy to check that jg yields an injective map
H(Q)\H(A)/Kjl -+ G(QJ\G(A)/KY; assum~ng Kr = K, n H(A) c KJ (where K,
is compact-open in G(AJ» we then obtain a natural map jg : S(Kr) -+ S(Kf) with
our previotls notation; this map is unramified and finite. On the connected component
of S(Ky) given by the orbit of 0 under H(IR), jg is the natural map (Hng-1rg)\XH -+

f\Xe. In this manner we obtain a family, parametrized by 9 E G(Q), of complex
subvarieties of r\X, the images of the jg.

In the remainder of this section we assurne that G is anisotropie over Q; S(r) is then
compact. For r ~ 0, let HT10(S(r» be the holomorphic subspace of HT(S(r), C) for the
Hodge decamposition. Following Oda [Oda] we will study the restrietion map

(2.7)

where 8H(9) = (Hng-1rg)\XH, and the restriction map is deduced from the family of
maps (jg). We want to obtain sufficient canditions for the injectivity of (2.7). We will
denote by Rg : HT,O(S(f» -+ HT,O(SH(9» the component of (2.7) associated to jg.

PROPOSITION 2.2. - Assume that J\Tp+ is spanned Qver K by ATpii. Then (2.7) is
injective.

Proof: suppose w E HT,O(S(r» verifies Resw = O.

Identify p+ to the holomorphic tangent space at the base point 0 of S(r); iE A E ATp+
than 9 . A is thc translate of A by 9 in the holomorphic tangent space at 9 . o. Then
wg.o(g . A) = 0 far all 9 E G(Q) and .\ E J\Tpii by our assumpt ion. Therefore this is
true for a11 9 E G. If k E K we than have wgk.o(gk . .\) = wg.o(gk . A) = O. Therefore
Wg.o(gA) = 0 for auy AE ATp+, 9 E G. This implies that w = O.
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2.2. - We now give a more precise version of Proposition 2.2 using representation
.I

theory. If the representation-theoretic type of thc form w is fixed, we will obtain
a necessary and sufficient eondition for the vanishing of Resw. We still assume G
anisotropie.

Aecording to Parthasarathy, Kumaresan and Vogan-Zuckerman, the holomorphic
cohomology of S(f) cau be described as follows. Let to c ~o be a Cartan subalgebra.
We consider B-stable parabolic subalgebras q C g [Vo-Z, §2] : q = [ffi u, where [ is the
centralizer of an element X E ito and u is the span of the positive roots of X in g. Then
q is stable by (J, whence a decomposition u = (un t) ffi (unp). We assume that unp C p+.
Let r = dim(u n p+). We write u+ = u n p+.

Associated to q, there is a well-defined irreducible (g, K)-module Aq characterized
by the following properties. We assume that a choice of positive roots for (t, t) has been
made, compatibly with u. Let e(q) be a generator of the line Aru+ C Arp. Then e(q)
is thc highcst vector of an irreducible representation V(q) of K contained in Arp+. The
representation Aq is then uniquely characterized by

(2.8) Aq is unitary, with the same infinitesimal character as the trivial
representation

(2.9)

Moreover, V(q) occurs with multiplicity 1 in Aq and Arp+ and

(2.10)

Cohomology classes (of type (r,O) and) of type Aq are then obtained as follows.
Suppose <p : Aq -4 COO(f\G) is an intertwining map. We then get a natural map
Hr,O(g, K; Aq) ---... Hr,O(g, Kj COO(f\G)) = Hr,O(S(f), the equality being Mat-

<p.

sushima's isomorphism. Explicitly, cp. is obtained as follows : fix a non-zero K-map
w : Arp+ -4 Aq, which necessarily factorizes through the V(q)-component. Define
w<p E Hr,O(S(f) by w<p(g . A) = cp(w(A))(g) (A E p+ = To(X), 9 E G). Then w<p = cp.w,
where w is considered as an element of Hr,O(g, Kj Aq). Thc Aq-cornponent of Hr,O(S(f»
is the surn, over a basis {cp} of Horn liJ, K (Aq , Coo (r \ G) ), of the forms wc.p'

Write

(2.11)

V' being the orthogonal complernent of V(q) for any invariant scalar product j equiva
lently, V, is the surn of the J<-submodules of Arp+ non--equivalent to V(q).

PROPOSITION 2.3. - The following conditions are equivalent :
(i) Res(w) = 0 tor any w E Hr,O(S(r» 0/ type Aq •

(ii) Arp"Jj C V' = V(q).l
(iii) Arph is orthogonal to the K -span o[ e(q).
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Proof : suppose wep is associated to cp : Aq -+ cOO(r\G). Then (i) says that
..wep(g . ,X) = cp(w(,X))(g) = 0 for any 9 E G(Q), A E ATp'tI. Then this is true for any
9 E G, SO cp(W(A)) = 0, whence w(.\) = 0 by injectivity. Since ~q and ATpk have a
unique component of type V(q) and w is a K-map, we may view w : ATp+ -+ A(q) as the
projection 1l'q onto the second component in (2.11). Our assumption (i) then means that
1Tq (ATpt) = {O}, which is (H). Since V(q) is spanned over K by e(q) this is equivalent
to (Hi).

The following formulation will be useful :

COROLLARY 2.4. - The follouring are equivalent :
(i) Res(w) = 0 fOT any W E HTIO(S(r» 0/ type Aq .

(H) The K -span of ATpt in ATp+ does not contain e(q).

Proof : this follows from condition (iii) above and the fact that V(q) occurs with
multiplicity 1.

We will dcnote by E(G, H, r) the K-span of ]\Tph in i\Tp+. By Corollary 2.4, the
restriction problem is then reduced to :

PROBLEM 2.5. - Describe the {}-stable (holomorphic) q (with dirn u+ = r) such that
e(q) E E(G, H, r).

We end this section with a usefnl, negative criterion. Let TH C Ku be a maximal
torus. We may assume, up to conjugacy, that Tu C T where T C K ia a maximal torus
whose Lie algebra is to as above.

Let TH,e be the cornplexification of TH . Suppose we are giyen a one -parameter torus
M C TU,e. Fix an isomorphism M ""-J Gm. Then M acts on H by conjugation, and on
/\Tp+ via M<.....+ Kc and the adjoint action.

PROPOSITION 2.6. - /f there exists a I-dimensional torus M C TH,e that centralizes
H but acts by strictly positive weights on V(q), then E(G, H, r) n V(q) = {O}.

Proof : with the notations introduced before Proposition 2.3, we have
HOffiM(]\Tpt, V(q» = {O} by assurnption, whence HOffiK(ATpt, V(q» = {O} and
ATpt c V', q.e.d.

We now inc1ude another criterion that is easier to check in some cases. Let E(G, H, r)
be as before. Given a O-stable parabolic subalgebra qll of ~ such that pJj n u(q/l) = {O}
(a holomorphic 8--stable parabolic subalgebra) and r = dim(p:k n U(qH»), let Vc(qJl)
denote the K-span of the line AT(Ph n u(qJl» in AT(p~). Let

(2.12) A(G,H,r) = L:VC(qll) C E(G, H, r)

where the surn runs over a11 holomorphic O-stable parabolic subalgebras qll relative to
our choice of T.
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PROPOSITION 2.7. - The following conditions are equivalent :
(i) Res(w) = 0 tor any W E HT,O(S(r)) 0/ type Aq .

(ii) A(G, H, r) C V' = V(q).L.

Proof: (i) =} (ii) by Proposition 2.3. Conversely, if Resw i= 0, we may, as in the
proof of Proposition 2.3, replace w - seen, say, as a form on X - by a G(Q) translate w'
such that wb does not vanish on ATPh' Then the form w' restriets to a non-vanishing
holomorphie form on a quotient of H, with must be a surn of forms of type A(qH) in the
notat ion of the paragraph following (2.10), applied to H. Thus < w', eqH) > i= 0 for some
O-stable, holomorphic parabolic qH ~ This implis that w' does not vanish on A(G, H, r)
and therefore A(G, H, r) :> V(q). Thus (ii) =? (i).

2.3. - Generalizations

The results of §2.2 generalize quite nattrrally in two directions : (a) non-trivial systems
of eoefficients; (b) non-anisotropie groups.

Part (a) is obvious : suppose E is a finite-dimensional representation of G xe; E
Q

defines a loeal system E on S(r) and on all the varieties considered in the previous
arguments. Suppose for simplicity E irreducible. Sinee E is locally trivial, He(S(r), E)
again has a Hodge decomposition and HT,O(S(r), &) can be decomposed according to
certain representations Aq(E) associated to certain 8-stable parabolic subalgebras [Vo-
Z]. The results in § 2.2 then remain true.

In the sequel we will generally neglect coefficient systems, which are irrelevant to our
problem.

Consider now the case when G is isotropie over Q. Then He(S(r), C) is no longer
endowed with a Hodgc decomposition. The subspace H~U8P(S(r),C) of classes represented
by cusp forms, however, inherits of Hodge decomposition (cf. Borel [B03], as weIl as [Bo-
Wa, § 11.4]). If w E H~u~p(S(r)), we may again restrict w, via thc maps i g , to SH(g). The
restrietion is obviously a holomorphic r-form on this arithmetic quotient. Moreover :

PROPOSITION 2.8. - Ifw E H~~~p(S(r)), i;w E H~~~p(SH(9)).

Proof: we extend an argument in [Cll].
Since Hodge theory applies to cuspidal cohomology, we may view w as a holomorphic

form on S(r). Let 7] = i;w seen as a holomorphic form. Then 87] = 0, and therefore
7] is annihilated by the Hodge Laplacian : in terms of the automorphic functions that
are coefficients of 7J, this translates into the vanishing of the Casimir operator. A finite
dimensionality argument in [CU, p. 80] then shows that 7J is annihilated by an ideal of
finite codimension in the center 3Jl of the enveloping algebra for H, if we can show that
Tl (or its coefficients) are square-integrable. We will in fact show:

LEMMA 2.9. - 1] is rapidly decreasing on H n9-1rg\H.
Then, by the preceding argument, 1] is an automorphic form of rapid decreasc. By

Lemma 5.3 in [CIl], 7J is a cusp form, and Lemma 2.8 is proved.
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Proof of Lemma 2.9 : if G is the set of IR-points of a semi-simple Q-group and f
;

a function on G, left-invariant by an arithmetic subgroup rand K -finite on the right
(K c G maximal compact), the following conditions are equivalez:1t :

(2.13) / is rapidly decreasing in Siegel domains

in the usual sense ([Bo-Ja, (1.6)]) and

(2.14) I/(x) I= O(lIxll-N
) far all N;::: 0,

x ranging over a Siegel domain 6.
In (2.14), 11 11 is any norm on G, in the sense of [Bo-Ja] j for the equivalence see

Moeglin-Waldspurger [Mo-Wa, p. 20].
Since w is cuspidal, its coefficients verify (2.13) and therefore (2.14). A norm on G

restricts to one on H. We now need only check that the coefficients of 7] - Le., the
restrictions of the coefficients of w - verify (2.14), but now on a Siegel domain 6 H für
H.

Fix a minimal parabolic Q-subgroup PR of H, and let UH be its unipotent radical.
Let TH be a maximal Q-split torus in PlI and consider BH = UH ~ TJ[ C PR. Then
BH is a "split solvable group" in the sense of [Bol]. We may similarly define P, T, U
for G, and Be = U ):3 T. By a theorem of Borel and Tits [Bo2, Vol. III, p. 533], there
exists 9 E G(Q) such that 9 BH g-1 C Be. Thus we may assurne that BH C Bc. Then
UH C U, and we may assume (upon conjugation by an element of U) that TH C T. Let
q>+ be the set of roots of T in U, <f:lt the set of roots of TB in UH.

Let M be the centralizer of T in P (or G). Then M = MOT where MO ia anisotropie
and therefore MOnT is finite. We similarly define MJI. Let A be the connected component
of 1 in T(IR), nu c U(lR) and nM C M°(IR) be compact subsets, and for t > 0 define

(2.15)

Fix maximal compact subgroups [(H and K of Hand G with KR C Ke. A Siegel
domain Sc of G ia then a set

(2.16) 6e = Ou . nM . At K .

Similarly a Siegel domain SR of H can be written

(2.17)

where Au,t is of course defined by <f:lJI.

Supposc now Oe ia a compact subset of G. Wc first prove that

(2.18) If(x)1 = O(llxll-N "IN ~ 0 Cor x ranging in 6ena,
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,J f being a cusp form. Indeed, if x = gw, 9 E Sc, w E Oe, write 9 = nmak according
to (2.16) and h = kw. By thc Iwasawa decomposition, h = noaoko, no E U(lR), ao E A,
ko E K. Clcarly ao is constrained to He in a fixed compa.ct subset of A. Now

x = nmah = nmanoaoko = n(fnano)maaoko

where U v := uvu- I . Let Of, c U(lR) be a compact subset such that U(JR) = (fnU(lR»of,.
Then n(~ano) E (f n U(lR»u for u E {lv, whence f(x) = f(umaaoko). Now we may
replace Ou by 0u; m E OM, ao is bounded, and the growth property of fon KuOMAtK
impHes (2.18).

We now note that if a E G(Q) is fixed, (2.18) remains true for x ranging in a6eOc
since the left-translate of f is a cusp form. The corresponding estimates are uniform in
a if a belongs to a finite set. Therefore Lemma 2.9 will follow if we can prove :

LEMMA 2.10. - Let Su be a Siegel domain (2.17), and W = Nc(T)/Ze(T) be the
(Q)-Weyl group 0/ (G, T). Then there exists a compact subset Oe 0/ G and a Siegel
domain 6c such that

(2.20) SI1 C U a Sc Oe
O'EW

Indeed, the coefficients f of 1] then satisfy, by (2.18), the estimate (2.14) on 6H,
whence Lemma 2.9.

Proof of Lemma 2.10 : let E C iI>t be a fixed subset. Then flUH ia contained in a
product 0fOE where 0t c ut = n UH,CI and OE C Uii = n UH are compact. If

(lEE ß~E

a E All let E(a) = {o E iI>ti : aß ~ 1}. Let ell be a Siegel domain (2.17). Then SH is
contained in the union over a11 E of the subsets

(2.21)

where a E AU,t verifies the condition E(a) = E. The eigenvalues of X 1--+ a-1X a in
Lie(Ut") are given by a-a (0 E E(a» and are therefore bounded by t-I. Thus a-10ta is
contained in a fixed, compact set, that we now denote by 0t. Then (2.21) is contained
in

(2.22)
a

Now fix a, and choose a E W such that '-,.
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!f x belangs to a root subgroup of Ui, x is (strictly) dilated by Ad(a) and uxu-1 is
therefore dilated by Ad(a'). This implies that uxu- 1 E UG. Now

(2.23)

where nu c Uc is compact. Finally, we see that 6H is contained in
Uu- 1nt,A1Unt!1MHKH. This is an expression (2.20), whence the lemma.
a,E

In conclusion we note that a11 the arguments in § 2.2 extend to cusp forms in the
non-compact case. The differential criteria given there permit one to test when the
restrietion Res(w) of a holamorphie cusp form (as a differential form) is non-trivial.
If the restriction does not vanish, the associated cohomology class is non-vanishing by
results of Borel [Bo3].



3 . Computations in the case of the Classical Hermitian domains

In this seetion we consider the hermitian symmetrie domains of type A,B
C and D. The subsections on groups of type A will be denoted (3 .A . *) and
so on . We refer to [CIo 2] for the explicit deseription of these domains .

In the following Mmxn(C) denotes the space of matrices with m-rows and
n-columns and with compiex entries. Ei,j E Mmxn(C) is the matrix whose
entry in the i-th row and j-th column is one and the other entries are zero.
The group of non-singular p x p matrices (resp. of determinant one is denoted
GLp (resp. SLp ) • The group of p x p unitary matrices (resp. of determinant
1) is denoted U(p) (resp. SU(p)). Similarly the group of p x p real orthogonal
matrices (resp. of determinant 1) is denoted O(p) (resp. SO(p)).

If E is a representation of a group then denote by E* its contragredient
. If eI, e2, ... em is a basis of Ethen its dual basis in E* is denoted
ei, ei, ... e~. The r-th exterior (resp. symmetrie) power of E is denoted
Ar

( E) (resp. symr(E)).

We assume from now on, that the reductive group G is almost Q-simple
l Le., has no conneeted non-central normal subgroups defined over Q. It
follows, as is weIl known , that all the simple factors of the complex Lie
algebra g (mod centre) are isomorphie. We assume furthermore that the
group G(R) of real points is the product of a compact group and areal
almost simple non-compact group ; denote the latter by Gnc.

(3.A.l).Notation: Let Gnc = U(p,q) where p and q are positive integers
with p ~ q. Thus the real rank of G is p. Now ,

(3.1) rmc _ { _ (A B). t- ( Ip
U" - g- CD l 9 0

where A E Mpxp(C) l B E Mpxq(C), C E Mqxp(C) , D E Mqxq(C). Let

J( = {g = (~ ~) E erc
; A E U(p) , D E U (q) }.

The complexifieation Kc of K is the group
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The Cartan involution () is given by x ---* _tx. Let

c = {g E [(c ; 9 = (~ ~) with A, D scalar matrices }

and

T = {g E [(c ; 9 = (~ ~) with A, D diagonal matrices }.

Elements of T or of its Lie algebra are denoted (XI, ... ,xp; YI, ... ,Yq). Now
the Lie algebra of G(C) is obviously M(p+q)x(p+q) and we will view its elements
in block form as in (1). Let

and

Let e p (resp. Cq
) be the standard representation of U(p) (resp. of U(q) ).

Then, as a representation of [<c, p+ = CP ® (cq)* .

Let el, . . . ep and fll . . . fq be the standard bases of CP and cq

respectively. Fix the Borel-subalgebra ba of k to be the one which is upper
triangular on CP and lower triangular on Cq with respect to these bases .
The roots of T occurring in p+ are the linear forms Xi - Yj with 1 ~ i :5 p
and 1 ~ j :::; q.

(3.A.2) Proposition: Assume that Gnc ==U(l J Q) and that H is an arbi
trary subgroup as in seetion (1.1). Let Aq J and u==u(q) be as in seetion (1.1)
sueh that Aq has h%morphie eohomology in degree R with dim(h n p+) >
R (= dim(u n p+)). Then,

E(G, H, R) J V(q).

Proof: As a representation of Kc ,
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I\Rp+ = t\R(C I ~ (C q )*)

is irreducible. The proposition now follows from (2.2).

\.;Ve now classify all the B-stable parabolic subalgebras q of gwhich have
holomorphic cohomology. As in (2.2) assurne that q=q(x). Then 1 by (2.2)
we have unp- = O. Let x=(al,,,., G p ; b1 , ••• , bq ) be such that its eigenvalues
on the Borel subalgebra bo are 2:: O. Therefore

al 2: . .. 2: ap and bq 2: . .. 2: b1•

Now p+ has the Ei,p+j as a basis with 1 ::; i ::; p and 1 ::; j ::; q. Moreover
u n p+ has the Ei,p-+j as a basis where i and j are such that ai - bj is strictly
positive. Let r ::; p and s ::; q be defined by the conditions

= bq = ~ ~ . = b6 +1 > b6 2: . ~. 2: b1 1

Thus q=q(x) with x satisfying (* )r,& for some r and sexhaust the list of
all the paraboloic subalgebras with holomorphic cohomology.

The roots of T occurring in u n p+ are of the form Xi - Yj with (a) i ::; r
and j arbitrary , or (b) i 2: r + 1 and j ::; s. Let J10 = 2p(u n p+). Then,

r q p &

J10 = L L(Xi - Yj) + L: L:(Xi - Yj)·
i=1 j=1 i=r+l j=1

Thus,

Consider the representation of K c

We note that J10 is the weight associated to the vector
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Also note that eis obviously a highest weight vector in this representation
spaee , therefore under !(c it generates an irreducible submodule . This
module is isomorphie to Aq •

For future reference we note that

dim(u n p+) = rq + (s)(p - r) = R+ = R.

Let a ~ p and b ~ q. Let Ea be the C-span of eh' .. ,ea and let Fb be
the C-span of fl, . .. ,fb . Then the restrietion of the hermitian form .

(
1p 0)
o -1q

to the subspaee Ea ffi Fb of CP EB cq i8 non-degenerate . Thus we get an
embedding of U(a, b) in U(p, q).

From now on , we assurne (as we may , thanks to Proposition (3.A.2))
that q ~ p ~ 2 .

(3.A.4) Proposition: Let Gnc = U(p,q) with p, q;::: 2. Let Hnc=U(a,b)
with a < p and b < q embedded in U(p,q) as above. Let q be a proper B
stable parabolie subalgebra whieh contributes to holomorphie eohomology in
degree R . Then

E(G, H, R) n V(q) = O.

Proof: Let ~ : Gm -t T be defined, for t E Gm , by

~(t) = (1, ... ,t-1
)

Then the image of ~ centralises H. To prove the proposition we will use the
criterion of Proposition (2.6). We therefore compute the weights of ~(t) on
the tensor space (3.2) above. We see that the weights of ~(t) are of the form
tN where N = (p - r) X A + r, with 0 ~ A. Therefore N is strictly
positive unless A is 0 and r is zero. If r is not zero, then by Proposition (2.6)
E(G,H,R) n V(q) = O.

Similarly, by looking at the embedding

e(t)=(1, .. ,1,t;I, .. ,1)
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(where t occurs as the p-th coordinate) whose image also centralises H , we
see that, unless s is zero, E(G, H, R) n V(q) = 0 . This completes the proof.

(3.A.5) Proposition: Let Gnc = U(p, q) with p, q ;::: 2. Let Hnc =U(p,b)
with b < q be embedded in U(p,q) as above. Let q = q(x)= q(rJs) be a
proper B- stable parabo/ic subalgebra where x satisfies (* )r,,, with dimu+ =
R ~ dimpk . Then

E(G, H, R) :) V(q) if and only if r = O.

Proof: Consider again, the map ~ defined in the proof of Proposition
(3.A.3). Its image still centralises our new Hnc. As in the proof of (3.A.3) we
see that the eigenvalues of ~(t) are of the form tN where N = (p - r)A + r
with 0 ~ A.

If r # 0 then N is strictly positive and by Proposition (2.6), E(G, H, R) n
V(q) = 0 .

If r=O, then R+ = sp ~ dim(p+ n h) = pb. and V = V(q) is the
!(c-stable subspace generated by the vector

eq = Ai,j ei 0 f] (i ~ j, s + 1 ~ j ::; q) .

Now Pk = CP 0 (Fb)* is the span of the vectors

ei ® fj, (1::; i ::; P, 1::; j ::; b) (b ~ s)

ancl therefore , I\P"Pk contains the wedge of the vectors

ei ® fj, (1 ~ i ::; p, 1::; j ::; s)

which is precisely eq •

(3.A.6) Proposition: Let Hnc = U(a, q) be embedded in Gnc = U(p, q) as
befare. Let q=q(x) be a 8·stable parabolic subalgebra associated to x satisfying
(* )r,,, and R+ = R ::; dimpk . Then

E(G, H, R) :) V(q) if and anly if s = 0

Proof: The proof is entirely similar to that of (3.A.3) and will be omitted.
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Notation: Let p ~ q , and Gnc = U(p, q) . Let Hnc be the subgroup of
Gnc which fixes pointwise the C-span of /p+h ... , Iq and 1eaves stable the
C-span of ei and li for each i with 1 ~ i ~ p. Thus Hnc = U(I, I)P . We
recall that the real rank of Gnc is p .

(3.A.7) Proposition: Let q be a 8-stable parabolic subalgebra 01 the Lie
algebra g such that dim(u n p+) = p. Let U(I, I)P be embedded in U(p,q)
as above. Then,

E(G, H,p) :> V(q).

Proof: In the notation of (3.A.3) q =q(p,O) or q(O,p) (if p=q). For
definiteness , assume that q=q(p,O) . Then u n p+ is the span of the vectors
el Q9 f;·, e2 0 f:, . . . ,ep 0 I: , and V(q) is the K-span of the vector

Now , E(G,H,p) is the K-span of the vector

(3.4) el ~ f; 1\ e2 0 I; 1\ ... 1\ ep 0 f;
(the line through (**) is I\PPk ) .

Let t2 ,t3 , ••• , tp be variables. Now !(c = GLp x GLq and there
exists an element 9 E 1 x GLq which sends the basis /i, ... , I; inta the
vectors I; +t2f:, ... , I; +tpl: . The g-translate of (3.4) is a polynomial in
t2 ,h, ... , tp with values in E(G,H,p) and the coefficient of the monomial
t2 x ... x tp is precisely the vector (3.3) j this shows that V(q) c E(C, H, p)

More generally, we may split the hermitian space CPEB (Cqt into a direct
surn of hermitian subspaces and consider the restrietion of the holomorphic
cohornology .

Notation: G = U(p,q) preserves the standard hermitian form

h(x,y) = L: I Xli 1
2

- L: I YII 1
2

on the direct surn CP EB (Cqt . Write CP = EB~lEi and cq = ffi~l Fi .
Let Pi = dim(Ei );::: 1 and qi = dim(Fi ) ~ 1 . Write Pi = Lj$i Pi and
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Qi = Lj:$i qj . Assume that Ei (resp. Fi) is the span of the vectors eJ.i with
Pi - 1 + 1 ::; 1J. ::; Pi (resp. f: with Qi-l + 1 ::; LI ::; Qi) .

Let H be the subgroup of Gwhich leaves stable the subspaces Ei EB Fi for
each i. vVe therefore have H = OiU(Pi,qd, LPi = P and LPi =p.

(3.A.8) Proposition: Let H = Oi U(pi, qi) be embedded in G =U{PJq)
as in the preceding paragraph. Let q=q{rJs) be a B-stable parabolic subalgebra
0/ the Lie-algebra 9 J which contributes to holomorphie cohomology. Then a
euspidal holomorphie form on f\X 0/ type Aq is stably non-zero along H if
and only if either r==O and s ::; qi for each i or 8=0 and r ::; Pi for eaeh i .

Proof: (1) We first show that if r=O and s ::; qi for all i , then A(C, H, R) =>
V(q) where R is the dimension of u n p+ . Observe that R=ps . Let Pi and
Qi be as in (3.A.7) . Then , we have Qi-l +s ::; Qi-l +qi = Qi. Denote by
hi the Lie algebra of Hi = U(pi, qi) C U(p, q) and qi the O-stable parabolic
subalgebra of hi which contributes to holomorphic cohomology in degree PiS
. Let ut = qi nPki ; it is the span of the vectors eJ.i (?) f: with Pi - 1 < fl::; Pi
and Qi-l < 1J. ::; Qi-l +8 ::; Qi . Now !\Pi~(ut) is the line through the vector
~i = 1\( eJ.i (?) f:) where Pi- 1 < J.l::; Pi and Qi-l < LI:::; Qi-l +S ::; Qi.

Let (t lJ ; 1 ::; i ::; m , Qi-l ::; LI ::; Qi-l + s) be variables and let
gEl x GLq C [{c be the element which takes the basis (q~ ; 1 ::; i ::;
m , Qi-l ~ LI :::; Qi-l + s) of (Cq

)· into the vectors (q~ + ilJqlJ-CJi_l; 1 :::;
i ::; m , Qi-l ::; LI ::; Qi-l + s) . Then the vector I\~l ~i changes inta the
A(G,H,R)-valued polynomial

(where Pi- 1 < fl::; Pi and Qi-l < LI::; Qi-l +8 ::; Qi ). The coefficient of
the monomial nl:$i:$m nQi_l < lJ:$Qi-l +~( t lJ ) is the vector !\f=l !\J.i,lJ (eJ.i (?) t:)
with Pi- 1 < J.l:::; Pi and 1 :::; LI ::; S • This vector is precisely eq • Therefore
, eq E A(G, H, R) and V(q) C A(G, H, R) .

(2) The case of S = 0 and r :$ Pi for each i can be handled similarly.

(3) We will prove that if A(G,H,R):> V(q) then

(3.5) r S = 0 , r::; Pi , S ::; qi Vi.

Observe that in the product H = U(Pl' qd X U(Pz, qz) x ... X U(Pm, qm)
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the factors may be switched in any order by conjugating by an element k of
K (in fact k may be chosen to be a permutation matrix in !( = GLp x GLq

) . The new group H' then has the property that A(G,If',R) = A(G,H,R) .
To prove (3.5) 1 it is therefore enough to show that rs = 0, r ~ PI, S ~ qI
· By replacing H by the larger group U(PI' qd x U(p - PI, q - qd 1 we may
assurne -while proving (3.5)- that m=2. We will then show that rs = 0, r :::;
PI, r :::; P2 and s ~ qI, S ~ q2 .

Let H = U(Ph qd X U(P2l q2) and let qH be a O-stable parabolic subalgebra
of h which contributes to holmorphic cohomology in degree R . We write 1 in
the notation preceding the Proposition, ep = EI ffi E2 and (e q )'" = F I ffi F2

Let w be the permutation matrix in GLp such that it takes the basis

into the elements

The conjugate of H by w is H' = U(P'1l q2) X U(Pl, qd and the conjugate
qH' of qH is also a B-stable parabolic subalgebra of the Lie algebra h' of
H'. In the notation of (A.2) , suppose qH = q(rt, sd EB q(r2l S2)' Then
qH' = q(r21 S2) ffi q(ril sd .

Let 7rq : /\Rp+ -t V(q) denote the K-equivariant projection map . Then
our assumption ensures that A(G, H,R) :) V(q) ensures that there exists qH
as in the preceding paragraph such that VH = 1rq(e(qH)) =1= O. As 1rq is
K-equivariant , we also have VR' = 7rq (e(qH')) =1= 0 . Since K acts irreducibly
on V(q) 1 e(q) is (upto scalar multiples) the unique vector in V(q) which is
invariant under the nilradical n of b (the Borel-subalgebra of k) . Let u(n)
be the universal enveloping algebra of n .

Denote by nH and nH' the intersections of TI with h 'and h' respectively
· Let m be the subalgebra of n which is the span of the vectors Ea,b with
1 ~ a ~ PI and 1 + PI ~ b ~ p and the vectors Ec+p,d+v with 1 ~ c ~ qI and
1 + ql ~ d ~ q . Similarly let m' be the subalgebra of n which is the span of
the vectors Ea,b with 1 ~ a ~ P2 and 1 +P2 ~ b ~ P and the vectors Ec+p,d+p
with 1 ~ c ~ q2 and 1 +q2 ~ d ~ q. We have n = mffinH and n = m'EBnH'

· By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem we get
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(3.6) u(n) = u(m) 0 u(nH) and u(n) = u(m') ® u(nH').

There exist elements a and ß in u(n) such that

(3.7) a(vH)=e(q)

and

(3.8) ß(VH') = e(q).

As e(q), vHand vHI are all eigenvectors for the action of T , we may
assurne that so are a and ß. Furthermore , as VH and VH' are annihilated
by nH and nH' respectively , we may assume from (3.6) that a E u(m) and
ß E u(m') .

We now compare the T-weights of both sides of the equation (3.7). Recall
from (A.2) that the weight of e(q) (q=q(r,s)) is

The weight of Q is of the form

L mab(Xa - Xb) +
a$Pl <b

L ncd(Yd - Yc)
C$ql <d

where mab, ncd are non-negative integers.

The weight of e(qH) is (since qH = q(rt, sd EI) q(r2, S2) ) the surn of

ql(Xl + .. + x r1 ) + Sl(X r1 +l + .. + x pt )

-PdVl + .. + Y6 t) - rdV6 1+ 1 + .. + Yqt)

and
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(Observe that ifr=p then dim(unp+(= rq+5(p-r)) = pq, and therefore
s can be assumed to be arbitrary .In the following, we use, in order that all
the statements make uniform sense also for the case r=p , the convention
that if r=p then s=q). Comparing the coefficients of X p on both sides of
(3.7), we obtain 5 = 52 - La<Pl m ap , which shows that 5 ~ 52 :S q2 . By
symmetry , from (3.8)) we get -5 ~ 51 :S qI .

Comparing the coefficients of Yq on both sides of (3.7), we obtain

. -r = -r2 + L ncq,
C:5ql

which shows that r ~ r2 ~ P2 . By symmetry , from (3.8) we get r :S rl :::; PI

We now need only show that rs = 0 . We divide the proof into several
cases . Observe that R = qr + (p - r)5 = R I +R2 •

Case 1. r = PI = P2( < p). Then 51 = qI and 52 = q2 . The the
formula for R shows that R = qr + (p - r)5 = PI qI +P2q2 = rqI + rq2 = rq

. Therefore (p-r)s=O , and s=O.

Case 2. r < PI ,r = P2 . Then comparing xp1 -coefficients in (3.7) we get
51 :S 5, and so, 5 = 51 . Then R = rq + (p - r)5 = rlqI + (PI - rds + rq2 ,

and rqI +P15 - (PI - rI)s = rlqI = rql + rIS . If s < qI, we similarly get ,
r = rl and the last equation in the previous sentence shows that r5 = O. If
5 = ql , then the same equation shows that r = 0 .

Case 3. r = PI < P2 . The proof is similar to that in Case 2.

Case 4. r < PI and r < P2. Replacing r by s , and eliminating the
above 3 cases for s , we may assume that s < ql and 5 < q2. Comparing
X p1 - coefficients in (I) , we get s = SI and similarly 5 =" 52. Similarly, we get
r = rl = r2' Then , we have the equation R = rq + (p - r)s = rqI + (PI 

r)s + rq2 + (P2 - r)s Le. rs=O .

The proposition is now proved in all cases.

Notation: We now assurne that Gnc is U(p,p) and that Hnc is the subgroup
GSpp given by
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Then !( n Hne = U(p) is embedded in K by the map

9 ~ (~ tg~l)

and the action of U(p) on p+ = CP(9 (CP)* is isomorphie to the representation
p (9 p where p is the standard representation of U(p) on CP. Under the
embedding of Hne in Gne, p+ n h gets identified with

(3.A.9) Proposition: Gne == U(p,p). Let Hne = GSpp is embedded in
U(p,p) as above. Let q be a ()·stable parabolie subalgebra 0/ 9 sueh that it
eontributes to holomorphie eohomology in degree R . Then

A(G, H, R) ::> V(q)

if and only i/ R==p or R=2p-l .

Proof: We observe that in the notation of (A.7) , we have

H fne = SU(I, I)P C H ne = Spp C (Fe = SU(p,p)

We have seen, from (3.A.7) ,that A(G, H',P) ::> V(q) . Therefore (3.A.9)
follows when R=p.

Suppose now, that R=2p-l . Then q=q(r,s) with r=s=l. Moreover,
qH = qH(k) with k=2. Now, AR(u n p+) is the Ene generated by e(q) =
I\~=l (eI (9 fi) A~=2 (ek (9 f:) and 1\R(u(qH n Pk)) is the line generated by the
vector

Let th .. .tp be variables and 9 E GLp x Ip C [( be the element whieh
sends the basis eI, e2,' .. ,ep into the vectors tlel, t2e2, . .. ,tpep . The
g-translate of the vector e(qH) is a polynomial P in the t~s with values in
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A(G, H,2p - 1) whence the coefficient of the monomial tit2 ••• t p of P is in
A(G, H, 2p - 1) . This coefficient is precisely

Let h E 1p x GLp c I< be the element which takes the basis fi, 12,. .. ,I;
into the vectors 12, li, ... ,I; . The h-translate of the veetor (3.9) is nothing
but -e(q) , and so e(q) E A(G, H, 2p - 1) and V(q) C A(G, H, 2p - 1) .

We will now prove that if V(q) C A(G, H, R) , then r :::; 1 ,S :::; 1 . This
shows that R = pr + (p - r)s = p or 2p - 1 .

Let n be the nil-radical of b -the Borel-subalgebra as in (A.2). Let nH =
n nkH , nl = (glp x 0) nn and n2 = (0 x glp) nn. If1is a Lie-algebra then let
u(l) be its universal enveloping algebra. Now both nl and n2 are ideals in n
and nl ffi nH = n2 ffi nH = nH . Therefore, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt
theorem , we have

Let 1rq : I\Rp+ --r V(q) denote the K-equivariant projeetion map. By
assumption , A(G, H, R) :> V(q) . Therefore there exists a 8-stable parabolic
subalgebra qH which gives holomorphie eohomology in degree R such that
VH = 7rq(e(qH)) f; 0 . As V(q) is irreducible (and e(q) is the unique veetor
in V(q) whieh is invariantunder n) , there exists an elementa E u(n) such
that e(q) = a(vH) .

Now , elements of nH kill any vector of type e(qH) and henee kill VH .
We assurne as we may by (3.10) , that

(3.11) e(q)=a(VH) = ß(VH) = J(VH)

with ß E u(nd and J E u(n2) . The T-weight of e(q) is

Suppose that r ~ 2. Let 9 E T be of the form 9 = (t,l, .. ,1) . The
g-translate of both sides of the equation e(q) = J(VH) are polynomials in t
and g.e(q) = tPe(q). Now, g commutes with J. Moreover,
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The tP-th coefficient of g.VH is precisely

VR = 1I"q(A~=1(elf;) t\~=2 (e2f; + ejl;) t\ . . Aj=k (ek!j· + ejl;)) .

Therefore e(q) = J(vii) .

Now let g' E T be of the form g' = (1, t, 1, ... ,1) The g-translates of both
sides of the equation e(q) = J(vk) are polynomials in t and g'.e(q) = tPe(q)
, because r ~ 2 . Now, g' commutes with J. Moreover ,

which is a polynomial in t of degree :5 P - 1 , which contradicts the equation

tPe(q) = J(g' (vR)) .

Therefüre, the assumption that r 2:: 2 is false and r ~ 1. Similarly s ::; 1.
The prüof is complete.

We will now fix our attention on Gnc. = U(p, q) , p :5 q, hut, will
consider B-stable proper parabolic subalgebras q=q(x) such that u n p- is
not necessarily zero. That is, we assurne as before, that al ~ ... ~ ap and
b1 ~, ••• 2:: bq but not necessarily, that ai - bj 2:: O. Suppose 11" = Aq is such
that HP(g, !(oo, 1l") # O. Note that p is the real rank of G.

(3.A.I0)Proposition: With the notation above we haue

HP(g, K oo ,1I'") = HP,O(g, !(oo, 11") EB HO,P(g, !(rxn 1l'")

unless p = q == 2.

proof : We write the Hodge decomposition for the cohomology of 11" ( we
refer to [VZ] , section (6) for the necessary facts) :

HP(g, Koo , 11") = EBHR++1,R-+I(g, !(oo, rr)
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where the surn is over all l ;::: 0 with

(3.12) R+ + l + R- + l = p

and R+ = dim(u n p+), R- = dim(u n p-). We mayassurne that p ;::: 2 .
Since l ;::: 0 this means that R+ + R- ~ p. Define the integers r, rz :::; p,
s ~ q by the inequalities

> ar+l ;::: ... ;::: ar:il ;::: bs+1 ;::: •• ;::: bq •

Now, either r or s is ;::: 1.

'rVe mayassume that either s =j:. q or r =j:. p.

The roots of t lying in u n p+ include the roots

X r - Ys+l, ... X r - Yq

whence
(3.13) R+ ;::: (q - s)r

l:

Ifs=O then r ~ 1 and since q ;::: p, (3.12) and (3.13) show that R- = 0 = l
and therefore, in the Hodge decomposition for 7T' above , only the (p,O) term
survives and the proposition follows. We may thus assurne that s ~ 1.

The roots of t occurring in u n p- include the roots

Yl - X r+l, ... Yl - x p

Ys - X r+l, ... Ys - X p

whence
(3.14) R-;:::.s(p-r);:::p-r.
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Ir r=O then (3.14) and (3.12) show that R- = p and l = 0 = R+ and so,
in the Hodge decomposition for 1T above, only the (O,p) term survives and
the proposition follows. "Ve may thus assume that r ~ l.

If s=q then r =1= p as we saw before and (3.14) shows that R- ~ q and by
(3.12) it follows that I = 0 = R+ and again the proposition follows. So we
may assume that s =1= q. Similarly we mayassurne that r =1= p. Now (3.13) ,
(3.14) and (3.12) show that

p ~ R+ +R- ~ (q - s)r + s(p - r) ,

l.e.

(3.15) 0 ~ (q - s - 1)r + (s - 1)(p - r).

Sinee we rnay assume that 1 ~ s ~ q - 1 and 1 ~ r ~ p - 1 , (3.15) shows
that s=q-l and s=1 , i.e., q=2 ;and by assumption p ~ 2. But P ~ q so it
follows that p = q = 2 ; the proposition is eompletely proved.

(3.BD.l) Notation: We now assurne that c;nc is locally isomorphie to
O(2,p). Let K oo = 0(2) x O(p) and Kc its eomplexifieation. The natural
representation C 2 of the group Gm = 80(2, C) is a sum of two lines C+ and
C- on which t E Gm acts by t and t- 1 respectively. Let CP be the natural
representation of SO(p). We assurne that H in G satisfies (2.1) and is so that
Hnc = 80(2, k) C 80(2, p) is the subgroup which leaves the vectors /k+l , .
. . , /p fixed.

(3.BD.2) Proposition: Let G be an algebraic Q group such that modulo
centre, Gnc is local/y isomorphic to SO(2,p) and let H be an algebraic Q
subgroup of G 80 that Hnc = 80(2, k) is embedded in SO(2,p) as above. Let
r be an arithmetic subgroup 0/ G. // m ~ k(= dim( h n p+)) then every
cuspidal holomorphic rn-form on the Shimura variety S = S(f) is stably
non-zero along H.

Proof: We will show that if m ~ k , then

(3.16) E(G,H,m)=l\m p+.

Then the proposition follows from Proposition (2.2) . Now,
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Therefore, E( G,H,m) is the [(c-span of fi 1 A . . A fi m (wit h i ~ ::; k) and
Amp+ is the ](c-span of fit A .. A fim (with jv ::; p). Obviously there is a
matrix in SO(p) (in fact, a permutation matrix), which takes 11 , .. , fm
into !il , . .. ,fim' This proves (3.16).

(3.BD.3) Proposition: Let m ~ 5 , Gnc = SO(2, m) and q a O-stab/e
parabo/ic subalgebra 0/ 9 such thai H 2(g, [(, Aq ) =J. °. Then

H 2(g, K, Aq ) = H 1!1(g, [(, Aq ) .

Proof : By [VZ] , section 6, the Hodge types of a cohomological represen
tation are of the form (R+ + p, R- +p). We will refer to the (R+, R-)
Hodge-component as the primitive cohomology. If R+ + R- + 2p = 2 , then,
we have the following three cases .

(i) the primitive cohomology in degree 0, and q=g ,
(ii)the primitive cohomology is in degree 2 of type (1,1) ,
(iii) the primitive cohomology is of type (2,0) or (0,2) . The dimensions

of the holomorphic cohomology are listed in [elo 2], and are of the form (if
m is even) l - 1 or I + k - 1 (k ~ 0) where I ~ 4 is the absolute rank j hence
the primitive cohomology can never be of type (2,0) or (0,2) . the case when
m is odd can be similarly handled . This completes the proof.

(3.C.I) Notation: Let G be a Q-group such that Gnc = GSPg' We have
seen in section (3.AA) that p+ = Sym2(Cg

). Similarly , it can be shown
that p- = Sym2((Cg)*). Let T denote the subgroup of diagonal elements
of G .

Let q=q(x) be a O-stable parabolic subalgebra with holomorphic coho
mology. We may then assume that the diagonal matrix x is of the form x=
(al, ... , ag,-at, . .. , -ag) with al 2: ... ~ ag and ai+ aj ~ O. Then

where the sum is over all i and j such that Xi + Xi is strictly positive. Let k
be defined by the inequalities

at ~ . .. ~ ak > 0 = ak+l = .. = ag •

Then, the roots of t occurring in u n p+ are
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2X2 , .• X2 + X g ,

2Xk, •• Xk + X g •

Moreover,

R = R+ = dim(u n p+) = k(k + 1)/2 + k(g - k),

= k (Xl + . + X g) + (g - k + 1)(Xl + . . + X k),

and the [<c-span of t\R(u n p+) in t\Rp+ is (irreducible and ) isomorphie to
a subrepresentation of

Consider a Q-subgroup H of G such that Hnc is the subgroup of Gnc
which takes the span of el, .. ,eh ; 11, .. ,Ih into itself and acts trivially
on the basis elements eh+l, .. ,eg j Ih+h .. ,/g. Here , 1 :::; h :::; 9 - 1. Let
M = Gm C Tc be the subgroup which acts triviallyon the basis elements
eI, .. ,eg-l ; 11l .. '/9-1 ,and acts by t (resp. t- I

) on eg (resp. 19) for all
tE Gm.

(3.C.2) Proposition: Let H be a Q-subgroup of G as above so that Hnc =
GSPh with 1 ~ h ~ 9 - 1 . Then, every euspidal h%morphie R-form on the
Shimura variety S vanishes along H.

Proof: We assume , as we may , that the holomorphie R-form w is of type
Aq with q as in (3.A.1) and that 1 ~ R ~ dim(p+ nh) . We use the criterion
of Proposition (2.6) 1 with M as defined above. The weights of M occurring
in Vk,g are 1 by inspection , of the form t k X tB = tk+B , ,k+ B 2:= 1 , whereas
M centralises (all of H , and in particular ) p+ nh . Therefore the proposition
follows by Proposition (2.6).

(3.C.3) Notation : Let \Ii be the span of ei and fi for each i. Let n
be the symplectic form on the surn of all the \Ii's which is preserved by G.
Its restrietion nj to Vi is non-degenerate. Thus we get an embedding of
Hnc = Sp(fh) x .. x Sp(Og) C Gnc = GSPg •
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(3.C.4) Proposition: Let G and H be Q-groups so that HOC is imbedded
in Gnc = GSPg as in (3.C.3). Then, a euspidal holamorphie g-/orrn on
the Shimura variety S (associated to a eongruenee subgroup 0/ G ) is stably
non-zero along H .

Proof: Suppose first that R=g. Assume, as one may, that the holomorphic
g-forrn is of type Aq associated to a parabolic q, with holomorphic cohomol
ogy. Then (3.C.l) shows that g is of the form k(k+l)/2 + k(g-k) , with
1 ~ k ~ g. Solving this , we see that k=l .

Now p(u np+) is the [(C-span of the vector ei /\ ele2/\ . .. /\ eleg in
/\g(sym 2(C9)) . To prove the proposition, it is enough to show, by Corollary
(2.4) , that er /\ ele2 /\ .. /\ eleg belongs to E(G,H,g).

Now , the element er /\ e~ 1\. . 1\ e; belongs to I\g (h np+). Let t 2 , .•• , tg

be variables. The unipotent matrix which sends the basis el, e2, ... , eg to
the elements eh e2 + t2el, .•. , eg +tgel lies in Kc = GL(Cg) and so

ei 1\ (e2 + t 2ed2 1\ . . /\ (eg + tged2

may be viewed as an E(G,H,g)-valued polynomial in the t's . Therefore all
its coefficients lie in E(G,H,g) and in particular, the coefficient of t2 X .. X t g

, which is precisely er A ele2 A .. A eleg , lies in E(G,H,g). The proof is over.

(3.C.5) Notation: More generally, we may consider subgroups which are
products of lower dimensional symplectic groups. To be precise, let Pi , 1 ~

i ~ m be a partition of the set whose elements are 1 ,2 , ... , g. Let Ei (resp.
Pd be the span of the vectors etl (resp. f tl ) with J.L E Pi . The restrietion
Oi of the form 0 to the direct surn Vi of Ei and Pi is clearly non-degenerate
. Let Hnc be the product II~1Sp(Od .

(3.C.6) Proposition : Let G and H be Q-groups so that H is imbedded
in G = GSPg as in (3. C.5). Then, a cuspidal holomorphie R-form on the
Shimura variety S associated to a congruenee subgroup of G , is stably non
zero along H if and only if R=g .

Proof : Suppose that R=g and w is a holomorphic g-form on S. Then, by
replacing H by the smaller group Hf = SV: as in (3.AA), we see that w is
stably non-zero along Hf and hence along H.

Assume now that w is a holomorphic R-forrn of type Aq which is stably
non-zero along H. We will show that R=g. We assume, as we may, by
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replacing Ei (i 2: 2) (resp Fi (i ;::: 2) ) by their direct surn E'( resp. F') and
replacing H by the possibly larger group Sp(E l ffi Fd x Sp(E' ffi F') , that
m=2 and H = Spa X SPb with a +b = 9 .

Let b be the Borel-suhalgebra of upper-triangular rnatrices in k = gig 1

n the nil-radical of band nH = n n kH . Let m = mab be the span of the
matrices Eij with 1 :::; i :::; a :::; j :::; g. Then n = nH EB m .

Then m is an ideal in n and by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem we
have

(3.17) u(n) = u(m) 0 u(nH)

and there exists a e stahle paraholic qH C h (which is holomorphic in
degree R) and an a E u(n) such that

(3.18) e(q) = Q1rq (e(qH)) .

We assume, as we may by (3.17) 1 that Q E u(m) and that it is an
eigenvector for T. We may write qH = ql EB q2 with ql C SPa and q2 C SPb

such that dimut = Ri for i=I,2 and ui = o. Let VH denote the image of
e(qH) under the map 1rq •

The weight of e(q) under T is given by

(3.19) (g + l)Xl + ... + (g + l)xk + k(Xk+l + ... + kxg ).

The weight of Q is of the form

(3.20) L mij(xi - Xj)

i~a < j

where mij are non-negative integers.
The weight of VH is , (for suitable numbers r :::; a and S :::; b ) of the form

(3.21) (a + l)Xl + ... + (a + l)xr + r(xr+l + ... +rxa ) •
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Denote by V(k,g) the representation V(q). Then as K H = GLa x GLb

modules, the inclusion of 1I(qH) in V(q) as above implies the inclusion of
lI(r, a) C9 V(s, b) in V(k,g) .

Consider the permutation matrix Wo E GLg = !{ which takes the basis
eh ... ,eb ; eb+h eb+2, ... ,eg ioto the vectors ea+h ... ,eg ; eI, e2, ... ,ea
. Conjugation by Wo takes H = Spa X SPb into the group H' = SPb X SPa
and the Wo -translate of VH is a vector VH' which corresponds to the heighest
weight vector for !(H' and gives a !(H' = wOKHwoI-equivariant inclusion of
V(s, b) C9 V(r, a) in V(k,g) .

As before, we get an element ß E u(mba) where m' = mba is defined as
the span of Eij with i ::; band j > a such that

(3.22) e(q) = ß(VH') .

We now prove that R=g by considering several cases.

Case 1: r < a and s < b. Compare the coefficient of x g on both sides
of (3.18). We get s - L: mig = k and hence k < 9 and s ~ k . Similarly, we
get from (3.22) that a > r ~ k . Comparing the weights of X a in (3.18) we
get r + L maj = k and r ::; k . Similarly , s ::;; k. Therefore r=s=k. Then

R = gk-k(k-l)/2 = ar-r(r-l)/2+bs-s(s-1)/2 - (a+b)k-k(k-l)

Le., k(k - 1)/2 = 0 and k=l.

Case 2: r = a and s < b. If a > k compare X a coefficients in (3.18)
and get a +1 ::; k -a contradiction. Therefore a ::; k. Compare x g coefficients
in (3.18) and get s ~ k. Thus b > k. Now compare the coefficient of x g

(resp. of Xb) in (3.22) and get a + 1 ~ k (resp. s ::; k) . Thus s = k and
a + 1 = k and

R = 9k - k(k - 1) /2 = bs - s(s - 1)/ 2 +a(a + 1) /2 = bk

and we get (k - l)k = ak = k(k - 1)/2 and so, k=l.

Case 3 : a < rand s = b. By symmetry , we get k=l , exactly as in
Case 2.
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Case 4: r = a and s = b. Ir a > k compare the coefficients of X a in
(1) and get a + 1 ::; k a contradiction. Hence a ::; k and similarly b ::; k .
Compare x g coefficients in (3.18) and get b+ 1 2:: k. Similarly a + 1 2:: k. If
a = k then

k(k + 1)/2 + bk = gk - k(k - 1)/2 = R = k(k + 1)/2 + b(b + 1)/2

i.e., (b +1)/2 = k 2:: band b ::; 1 ; so b=l and k=l. Similarly if b = k we
get a = 1 and k = 1.

U a + 1 = b+ 1 = k then R = k(k - 1) = 2(k - l)k - k(k - 1)/2 which
again shows that k=1.

The proof is complete .

(3.C.7) Notation: In this section we will consider O-stable parabolic
subalgebras q which contribute to cohomology but not necessarily to holo
morphic cohomology. Let q=q(x) be associated with the diagonal matrix x
with entries (ab .. ,ag) where , this time, we do not necessarily have u n p+
=0 . We may still assume that the a's are in decreasing order. Let r ::; 8 be
defined by the inequalities

Then, the roots of t occurring in u n p+ contain the roots Xi + Xj with
i ::; rand j ::; s. Therefore

(3.23) R+ 2:: (s(s + 1)/2) - (s - r)(s - r + 1)/2

Similarly, the roots of t occurring in u np- contain the roots -(Xi + X m )

with r + 1 ::; L ::; 9 and s + 1 ::; m :::; g. Therefore

(3.24) R- 2:: ((g - r)(g - r +1)/2) - (8 - r)(s - r +1)/2

We are interested in those Aq 's which have cohomology of degree g. By
[VZ) Seetion 6 , it follows that

(3.25) 9 = R+ +L+ R- + l with L 2:: O.
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(3.C.8) Proposition: Let q be a () -stabLe proper parabolie subalgebra 01

9 such that the eohomoLogieaL representation Aq has eohomoLogy in degree
g). Then, the eohomology in degree 9 01 Aq is either hoLomorphie 01' anti
hoLomorphie J unLess 9==2 .

Proof: If r=O then all roots are non-positive on x and so Aq has
anti-holomorphic cohomology in degree g and by (3.25) , has no mixed or
holomorphic cohomology of degree g. If s=g, then again all roots are oon
negative on x and all the cohomology of Aq in degree g is holomorphic. We
may thus assurne that l' = U + 1 and 9 = s + v + 1 with U 1 v ~ O. Put
s=a+r with a ;::: O.

In (3.23) , (3.24) and (3.25) we write all inequalities in terms of aJuJv and
land obtain , after simplification 1

(u(u + 1))/2 + (v(v + 1)/2) + a(u +v + 1) + I ::; 0 .

This can happen if and only if uJvJa and I are all zero, i.e., r = s = 1 and
9 = 2. This proves the proposition.

(3.n.!) Notation: In this section Gnc = SO'" (2n) with n ~ 4. Thus,

Moreover,

is a maximal compact subgroup of Gnc . The Lie-algebra so'· (2n) of Gnc is
stable under the Cartan-involution X -t _tx of the Lie-algebra of U(n,n) .
Furthermore , the intersection T of Gnc with the diagonal matrices in U(n,n)
is a B-stable Cartan-subgroup of SO*(2n) . We also have

p+={(~ ~)

p-={(~ ~)
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As a representation of [(c = GLn = GL(Cn) , p+ = 1\2(Cn). Fix
X E iLie(T) ,

with al 2:: a2 2:: . .. 2:: an .
We determine the parabolic {I-stable subalgebras q which contribute to

holomorphic cohomology . As u n p- = 0, we must have ai + aj 2:: O(for all
i, j with i f j ) . Thus ,

If an-I +an > 0 1 then ai +aj > 0 for all i and j and therefore q = p+ +k
We assume then that an-I +an = 0(2:: 2an) .

Case 1 : an = 0 . Let k('S: n - 1) be defined by the inequalities

al 2:: . .. 2:: ak > 0 = Gk+l = ... = an -l = an .

Then the roots in p+ which are positive on X are

Then fl(q) = (n - l)(xl + ... + Xk) + k(xi + ... + xn ) and so , the
representation V(q) -which we denote by Wk,n in order to keep track of k 
may be thought of as a subrepresentation of

(t\ncn)k ® Symn - 1- k(;\kC n )

Case 2 : an < 0 . Let k 'S: n - 2 be defined by the inequalities

al 2:: ... 2:: ak > ak+1 = ... = an-I = -an > O.

The roots in p+ which are positive on X are:
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and

X n -2 + Xn-l .

Consequently

J.L(q) = (n - l)(Xl + ... + Xk) + (n - 2)(Xk+l + ... + xn-d + kXn

and so , the representation V(q) -which we denote by Vk,n - may be thought
of as a subrepresentation of

(!\ncn)k ~ Symn - 2- k(!\kCn) 0 (l\kC")

We now consider restrietion from U(n,n) to SO*(2n) .

(3.D.2) Proposition : Let G be a Q-group , H a Q-subgroup such that
G"C = U(n,n)::> H nc = SO*(2n) embedded as in {3.D.l}. Then every
holomorphie euspidal form on r\G/]( (r is an arithmetic subgroup of G(Q)
) vanishes along H .

Proof: We will check that for every r, S 2 0 r + s > 0 ( q = q(r, s) is
defined as in (3.A.3), and v;.,~(q) = V(q(r,s)))

A(G, H, R) n v;.,~(q) = 0 .

Then , the proposition follows from (2.7) .
We assurne that r 2: 1 . Let b be the Borel-subalgebra of kc = u(n)c EB

u(n)c C gC , where the first factor is the space of upper-triangular matrices
and the second is the space of lower triangular matrices . Then bH = b n h
is a Borel-subalgebra of kH • Now k2 = 0 EB u(n)c is an ideal in kc and
therefore bn k2 = b2 is an ideal in b . Thus , by the Poincare-Birkhoff-vVitt
Theorem , we see that

(3.26) u(b) = u(~) 0 U(bH)

Suppose V(qH) = Vk,n or V(qH) = Wk,n occurs as a sub-representation
of the KH-module V(q) . Write
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R = dim(u(q)np+) = dim(u(qH)npk)

VH = I\R(Pk n U(qH)) , Va = I\R(p+ n u(q)) .

As va is the unique highest weight vector in V (q) , there exists a a E u (b)
such that

(3.27) Va = a(vH).
Using (3.26) and the fact that VH is a highest weight vector for U(bH) , we
mayassurne that a E u(~) . Now K c U(n, n) acts on cn EB cn . In the
notation of (3.A.l) ,

Va = (eIl; 1\ ... 1\ el/~)) 1\ ... 1\ (erl; 1\ ... 1\ er/~)1\

1\( (er+l I; 1\ . . . 1\ er+l I:)) 1\ . . . 1\ (enl; 1\ . . . 1\ enl:)

Now a is in the tensor space generated by Ij and Ij* and

VH = (eIl; - e2f;) 1\ ... 1\ (elt~ - ent;) 1\ (ete)

the other terms (marked etc) in VH do not involve el . The el-degrees of
Va , a and VH are respectively n (because r ~ 1) , 0 , n-l , which makes
the equation (3.27) impossible. Therefore r = 0 . Similarly s = 0 . This
completes the proof .

(3.D.3) Notation: We now choose Gnc = SO*(2n) and for m ::; n - 1
consider Hnc = SO*(2m) embedded as the subgroup of Gnc c GL2n of
elements g such that 9ij = Oij for i ::; n - m or j > n + m .

(3.D.4) Proposition : Let G and H be Q-groups such that Gnc =
SO*(2n) :J Hnc = SO*(2m) embedded as above. Then, every euspidal
holamorphie form on r\G / K (I' c G(Q) an arithmetic subgroup ) van
ishes along H .

Proof: Let

s = {B(t) E Tc : B(t)(et} = tel, B(t)ln = t- I In and B(t)(v) = v}

where V is in the span of ei with i =11 and Ij with j =1= n .
Thus S is a Gm and centralises H . Its weights on Vk,n and Wk,n are of

the form tk+m where m is non-negative. By (2.6) our proposition folIows.
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4. Review of a conjecture on the Zeta-functions of Shimura
Varieties

(4.1) Notation : To each non-archimedean Ioeal field Fv we associate the
group W Fv x SU(2, R) which we caU the Langlands group .cFIJ of the Ioeal
field Fv . If Fv is archimedean , the Langlands group is taken to be the Weil
graup of Fv • Given a reductive algebraic group G aver Fv , the semi-direct
produet LG = (; x vVFIJ is the Langlands dual. We recall the

Local Langlands Conjecture . There is a partition of the set II(G( Fv ))

of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible representations of G(Fv ) into
finite subsets , caUed L-packets , such that there is a natural bijection be
tween L-packets II = II( tP') and the set of G-conjugacy classes of continuous
homomorphisms tP' (with image of eaeh element being semi-simple ) of .cFv

into LG(C) which is eompatible with the natural maps to WFt/ .

We assume the existence of the Langlands group .cF , associated to a
number-field F. This is a conjectural extension of the Weil group WF by
a compact group . This group is supposed to satisfy , among others , the
following condi tions .

The isomorphism classes of continuous n-dimensional representations tP'
of the Langlands group are in natural bijection with the set of equivalence
classes of cuspidal representations 7T" of GLn (AF) . In particular , the Abelian
isations of the Weil group and the Langlands group are the same.

Given now a number field F and a place v of F , there exists a special
conjugacy dass of embeddings i v : .cFv -+ .cF. Let <P be an irredueible
representation of .cF . Hs restriction <Pv to .cFt/ has a local factar L(s,4>v)
as in [Tate (Corvallis )] and the bijeetion between <p and 1r is such that the
corresponding local factors L(s, ePv) and L(s,1rv) are the same for almost a11
the places .

A Langlands Parameter is a continuous homomorphism

such that the image of every element is semi-simple and such that eP' com
mutes with the projections to WF. An Arthur Parameter is a continuous
homomorphism
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such that the restrietion to SL2 (C) is holomorphic , the restriction to LF is
a Langlands Parameter, and the image of .cF is bounded modulo the center
of G. Given an Arthur parameter 4> , define the Langlands parameter

(
jwjl/2

4/ (w ) := 4>(w , 0

where Iwl : .cF -r R+. is the pullbaek of the absolute-value map of WF.

Fix a plaee v ; the restrietion 4>v of <P to LF
IJ

X S L(2, C) is eonjeetured to
eorrespond to an Arthur- packet ll(<Pv) whieh eontains the L-paeket II( <p~)
eorresponding to 4>~. For almost all finite v, II( 4>v) should eontain a unique
unramified representation rre . Define the global A-packet rr(4» = ®II (<Pv )
which is the set of restrieted tensor produets 0rrv where rrv E II(<Pv) for all v
and 7T"v = 7T"e for almost all v .

If F is a loeal field , the Arthur parameter <Pa , triv of the trivial represen
tation of G is given as follows.

<Pa • triv : WF X SL2(C) -rL G

is trivial on the Weil group of F and is a map which is non-trivial on SL2(C)
ancl takes the upper triangular unipotent graup inSL2 ( C) to the one pa
rameter subgroup generated by a regular unipotent element in LG.

Suppose now, that the loeal field is R and that G is as in (2.1). An
Arthur parameter

<P : WR x SL2(C) -r L G

is ealled cohomological if the associated Arthur-packet eonsists of eoho
mological representations. Write WR = C· U C·uco . Upto equivalenee ,
the eohomologieal Arthur-parameters are indexed by parabolie subgroups P
(eontaining a fixed Borel Subgroup B ) , whose Lie algebra is of the form
q(x) and eontains bo (as defined in(2.1)). Let T denote the maximal torus in
K and (henee in G) whose Lie algebra is the eentraliser of x . Let M be the
Levi-part of P whieh eontains T . Let NI denote the dual group of M which
embeds naturally into G.

Let OM denote half the sum of positive raots of of T accurring in M. Put
Jp = oa - DM. We m~y think of Jp as a weight of T or as a co-weight of
T. Now, there exists an element of the Weyl group of T in G (or in M) such
that conjugation by it aets as the inverse on T because T is anisotropie. Let
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WM be an element of the Weyl group of t in Nt which does the same for t.
We now describe the Arthur Parameter corresponding to P -by the formulae
(see [Art 1] )

~p(aoo) = wGw;} X (joo

ePP = ~p 0 ePM , triv'

We return to the notation of (2.1). Let L~ denote the discrete part
of the right-regular representation of G(A) on the space L 2(w) of fUDctions
on the quotient G(Q)Z(A)\G(A) which are square-integrable modulo the
centre of G(A) and which transform according to a fixed unitary character
wunder Z(A) . It is weH known that L~(w) is a direct surn of irreducible
representations 1f , of G(A) , each occurring with a finite multiplicity which
we denote by m(1T). We will call these 1r discrete representations. Of course,
if G(qlZ(A)\G(A) is compact 1 then L~(w) is equal to L2(w) .

Arthur conjectures that there exists a partition of the set [ of (equivalence
dasses ) of discrete representations , into subsets [n (II) , where II is aglobai
A-packet corresponding to an A-pararneter eP as above. The A-parameter
satisfies some additional properties in this case ;for a discussion of these, we
refer the reader to [BI-Ro ],section (3.4 ) .

'vVe assume from now on , that G is as in (2.1) . More precisely , we
assume as in (De 1] , that we have a an algebraic group G defined over Q
and a homomorphism h : Rc/R(Gm ) -+ G defined over R which satisfies
the axioms of [De 1] . We will assurne that the image of the restrietion J1. of
h to the "first" factor Gm (in the identification of the complex points of the
group RC/R as. a product of two copies of Gm ) lies in a maximal torus T of
Gwhich is defined over Q . Let r tl denote the subgroup of the Galois-group
of Q which fixes the conjugacy dass of fl . This is an open subgroup of finite
index and corresponds to a finite extension E (called the reflex field of (G ,h))

Let [(f be an open compact subgroup of G(Af) . Form the quotient S =
S(I<f) = G(QZ(A)\G(A)j J<j . Each of its connected compon~s is of the

form S = S(r) for some arithmetic subgroup r of G(Q) . Let S(I<f) denote
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the Bailey-Borel-Satake compactification of S . This is a projective variety,
which is not smooth in general, and is defined over the reflex field E . By
Zucker's conjecture (Theorem of Looienga, Saper-Stern ) , the intersection-

cohomology ! H*(S(Kj)) with middle perversity , of s(Kj) , is naturally
isomorphie to the L 2 -cohomology H;(S(!(j)) of the space S(Kj ) . By the
Matshushima formula , we then have

I H*(S(Kj), C) = ffim(rr)H*(g, !(, 'lroo ) {8 rrf!
where rr runs through the discrete representations , rrf! denotes the space of
vectors in 'Ir j which are fixed under !(j .

The intersection cohomology ! H i is defined over Q and it has Ql ana
logues in etale cohomology , and these satisfy the Weil (purity ) conjectures
([Bei-Ber-De}) . The etale cohomology comes equipped with~ action of the

Galois-group r E of the number-field E over which all these S(Kj ) are defined

Consider the direct limit, as the open subgroups K j of the group G(A j )

become smaller and smaller , of the i-th L~- cohornology groups of the
Shimura varieties Sh (G, K j ) with coefficients in Q" This limit admits an
action by the group G(Aj) , and decomposes as a direct surn of irreducible
representations 'Ir j (with finite multiplicity ) under it:

fim H~(S(I(j),QI) = ffiHi(rrj) {8rrj,

and H i (rr j) is finite dimensional. Moreover , the representations are defined
over a finite extension of Ql and hence so is the space H i ( rr j) . The action of
r E commutes with the action of G(A j ) on this direct limit and therefore we
get a representation pi (1r j) of r E on H i (7rj) . Let 1> be t he Arthur parameter
corresponding to a representation 1r whose finite part is 1r j and whose infinite
part is cohomological .

"Ve return to the homomorphism J.l which gives dually , a homomorphism
{l of t into Gm .. After a conjugation by an element of the Weyl-group of
G, t this yields a representation (r, V) of the semi-direct product (; x WE .

If 1> is as in the above paragraph, we may form the representation r 0 1>E of
LE x SL2 (C) , where cPE is the restriction to LE x SL2(C) of 1> .

Denote (by an abuse of notation) by Gm the group of diagonal matrices
in SL2 • Restriet r 0 1> to Gm . For each integer i , denote by Vi the subspace
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of V on which t E Gm acts by the character t i - d where d is the dimension
of the Shimura variety . vVe note that the image of .cE commutes with that
of Gm and SO , the image of .cE under the representation r 0 4>~ (4)~ is as in
(4.1)) also commutes with Gm . Therefore Vi is left stable by the image of
~E under r 0 4>~ . We denote this representation of .cE also by Vi .

(4.2) Conjecture on the Zeta-Function of 5h(G, K f ) : The repre
sentation pi (1rf) is a subrepresentation of ed 0 Vi. Here d is the complex
dimension of the Shimura variety and ed is the cl-th power of the cyclotomic
character .

(We note that pi (7T'f) is a representation of r E and therefore of .cE)' For
a much more precise statement of the conjecture see (5.2) of [BI-Ro}.

We now collect together some consequences of the conjecture (4.2) . Note
that in the consequences below , the assumptions on the A-parameters need
be verified only at the Archimedean places.

(1) Suppose that the centraliser of the image of 8L2 under the map 4>00
has Ab elian Lie algebra. Then, for each 1r E II(4» and for each i , the
representation pi(7T'f) is potentially Abelian , i.e., the image of an open
subgroup of rE under pi(7T'f) is Abelian .

(2) Suppose that for some i , the space

Vi = {v E V ; r 0 </>(1, (~ t~l)) V = ti-dv}

is one-dimensional ,where d is the complex dimension of the Shimura
variety. Then the image of pi(7T'f) is Abelian .

(4.3.A) Suppose that Gnc = GU(p, q) p::; q. We now assume that q(x)
is a B -stable parabolic subalgebra as in (3.A) and that P is the subgroup of
the complexification GL(p+q, C) of GU(p,q) with Lie-algebra q(x) . Assume
also that the representation Aq contributes to holomorphic cohomology in
dimension p (=real rank of G). Then, by the calculations of (3.AA), x may
be taken to be the diagonal matrix with entries (al , a , ... l a ) l with
al > a and a occurs p + q - 1 times. The semisimple part M33 of the
Levi-subgroup of P containing T is the special linear group of the span W
of e2, . , ep and fll .. fq. The homomorphism ~p defined above takes 5L2
into Mu and 5L2 acts irreducibly on W. Therefore, the centraliser of 8L2 in
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G= GLp+q is the diagonal subgroup , which act as scalars on W . Now the
conclusion of (1) of (4.2) applies.

(4.3.C) Assurne that Gnc = GSPg' Let q(x) be a B-stable parabolic
subalgebra as in (3.C) and P the subgroup with Lie algebra q(x) of the
complexification of Gnc. Then, as we have seen, x may be assumed to be the
diagonal 2g x 2g matrix

x = (ab 0 , .. , 0 ,-ab 0, .. ,0)

and the semisimple part of the Levi subgroup M of P containing T is
GSpg-l which acts on the span of

The homomorphism ~ takes SL2 ioto the subgroup NI = G8pin(2g-1)
of G = G8pin(2g + 1) and sends a nontrivial upper-triangular unipotent
element of 8L2 into a regular unipotent element of M.

We wish to show that the centraliser of the image of 8 L2 in Ghas Abelian
Lie algebra. It is enough to prove that the centraliser (of the image of 8 L 2 ) in
SO(2g+ 1) under the composite with ~ , of the covering map p of 8pin(2g+1)
into 80(2g+1) ,has Abelian Lie-algebra. Now po~ : 8L 2 -t GL2g+1 is ,as is
easily shown, the direct sum of an irreducible representation of 8L2 of dimen
sion 2g-1, together with the trivial 2-dimensional representation . Therefore,
the connected component of identity of the centraliser in 80(2g+1) of S L2 ,

is SO(2) X 12g- 1 which is clearly Abelian. The conclusion of (1) of (4.2)
applies.

Now assume that (p, q) ~ (2,2) in the GU-case and that 9 ~ 3 in the
G8p case . Then by (3.A.I0) and (3.C.8) we know that when the degree ra
is equal to the rank (and except for the trivial representation ) , the only
parameters corresponding to a cohomological representation at 00 are of type
(4.3. A) or (4.3. C) . 80 , for the associated 8himura varieties, t he Galois action
on the rG-th etale cohomology groups is semisimple and potentially Abelian.
We will show in the next section , that these predictions are true.
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5. - Arithmetic applications : the case of 5])(g)

5.1. - We will now apply the results of §§1, 3 to t.he Galois representations occurring
in the cohomology of t.he variety of moduli Ag of Abelian varieties of dimension g.

Thus let G = GSp(g)/Q be the grOllp of similitudes of the symplectic form on Q29 of

. (0 -19 )matrIX 19 0 ; let

(5.1)

.h : C X
----+ G(IR)

. ( xz=x+'LY~
-y

If I{j C G(Aj ), we have an associat.ed variety S(h,!(j) = S(I{j) over Q, with C
points S(Kj)(C) = G(Q)\G(A)/I{I{j, !( = IRxU(g). For L a finite extension of Ql,
we are interested in the cohomology space H2t (S(l(j) x Q, L) and the action on it of
Gal(Q/Q). Note that (except for cohomology contributed by the trivial representation,
and therefore composed of Tate classes) this is the first degree where there should be
non-zero cohomology.

Denote by Hf(S(J(j) the image in H9(S([(j» of the cohomology with compact
supports Hg, in various cohomology theories.

Over C, Hf (S(I{ j), C) apriori carries a mixed Hodge structure according to Deligne
[De3, De4J. Let I H- denote intersection cohomology with midde perversity [Go-MJ. The
canonical map H~(S(I(j» --+ IH-(S(l<j» quotients through H~(S(I{j» --+ H-(S(Kj »,
as follows from Poincare duality for intersection cohomology; in our ca.se it is also a
consequence of obvious properties of L2-cohomology and of the Zucker conjecture stating
then Ht2)(S(!{j),C) 'V !JI-(S(Kj ),.!::) {Ln, Sa-St]. Thus we get a map :

(5.2)

of Q-mixed Hodge structures. A simple result of Harder and one of us ([Ha]; [Clo3 :
Prop. 3.18]) shows that this map is injective. It follows that H,i(S(Kj ), C) carries a
pure Q-Hodge structure of weight i in all degrees (this injectivity property is particular
to Shimura varieties and does not follow from the axiomatic properties of intersection
cohomology) . _

.Note that the purity of H,i can also be seen directly, as was pointed to us by L. Illusie
and T. Saito. Indeed, Hi(S(I(j)) has a weight filtration whose weights belong to the
interval [i,2i], since S(I{j) is a quotient of a smooth variety with only finite quotient
singularities. Analogously, the weights of H2tl-i are larger than 2d - i. By Poincare
duality, H~ has a weight filtration with weights ~ i. The consequence is that H,i is a
mixed Hodge structure with pure weight i, L'e., a pure Hodge structure of -weight ·i.

\Vhen 9 is even, Hf(S(l( j), C) contains a "trivial" part. We describe this using rep
resentation theory. Let LJi.. (G(Q)\G(A)/Zc(1R) = EB 7r, where 7T" runs over a complete
set of summands of the discrete part of L2(G(Q)\G(A)/Zc(IR» as a representation of
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G(~). Then, accorcling to Borel amI Casselman,

H(2) (S(I(j ), C) = EB H9(g, 1(; 7roo ) 0 7rf'
1r

where 9 = Lie(G x IR) and ]( c G(R) is maximal compact. By strong approximation,
7T'00 ~ C if, and only if, 7T' is an Abelian charaeter. The part of H(2) eorresponding to these
representations is composed of classes of t.ype (9/2, 0/2) in the Hodge decomposition.
Moreover, it is the image in H(2) of a projeetor eomposed of Hecke eorrespondenees, which
may be defined over Q. In particular, its int.ersection with Hf, if it is Don-zero, is in any
case a direct summand of Hf for any of the cohomology th~ries we will eonsider(l) We

will denote by Hf (S(I( j» the complementary subspace, both in complex and in l-adie
etale cohomology.

LEMMA 5.1. - Assume 9 ~ 3. Then iif(S(!(j), C) is purely 01 Hodge type
((9, 0); (0, g) ) .

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3CB.

We will prove two, obviously related, results :

THEOREM 5.2. - The M1J.mlord-Tate gro7Lp 0/ the Hodge structure (Hf(S(Kf ), Q) ;
- - 0 -0H 19 (S(Kf), C) = Hf" EfJ H! ,9) is Abelian.

For the second result note that if l is a prime, Hf (S(I( j), Ql) carries a representation
of Gal(Q/Q). We will say that this representation is potentially Abelian if there exist
finite extensions L of Ql and F of Q such that the associated representation of Gal(Q/F)
on HF(S(!(/) ,L) is an extension o(Abelian eharacters.

THEOREM 5.3. - The representation 0/ Gal(Q/Q) on Hf' (S(Kf), Qt} is potentially
Abelian.

Before we proceed, we will state a conjecture which would allow one to give a proof
of Theorem 5.3 analogous to the praof we will give for Theorem 5.2.

CoNJECTURE 5.4. - For s1Lfficiently Zarge l, iiF (S(!(f ), Ql) is a Hodge-Tate repre
sentation 0f Gal(Ql / Ql) with Hodge-Tate type «9, 0) j (0, 9) ).

N.B. Ey this we mean that if V = Hf (S(!(tl, Ql) and C, is a eompletion of Ql, the
only irreducible summands of V <2) Cl as a Gö.l(Ql/Ql)-module are isomorphie to Cl(O)
or Cl(-0).

(1) The part of H(2) contributed by the Abelian characters is composed of ehern classes
on the different eomponents on S(I(!) (cf. e.g. Parthasarathy [Parl]). Probably the
interseetion with HF vanishes but this is irrelevant to uso

/A
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5.2. - Befare we give the proof of Theorem 3.2~ we make a few remarlcs an Hodge
structures. First note that Hf' (5(1(1)' Q) carries a polarized Hodge structure (by the
corresponding fact for intersection cohomology), so its Nlumford-Tate group is reductive.
In the sequel we will have to consider L-Hodge structures, Lee being a number field. If
L is real, the usual theory applies. In particlliar the category of polarized Hodge structures
is semi-simple.

We will have to consider parts of the cohomology of S(Kf) and related varieties
which are only defined over CM-fields L. A complex Hodge structure of weight w on a
vector space H of finite dimension over L (L a CM-field embedded in C) is simply a
Hodge decompasition H ® C = E9 Hpq. The nsual nations apply; in particular we

L p+q=w
can define the Mumfard-Tate graup. If La C L is the maximal totally real subfield, a
Hodge structure Ho aver Lo defines a complex Hodge structure aver L by H = Ho ® L.

Lo

Conversely, if H is a complex Hodge strllcture over L, let H = H ® L where u is
e7:L-L

camplex canjugation. Then H ~ C ,....., H, the isomorphism sending Hpq to F P
• Then

HEB Ti = HO ® L, HO being the Hodge structure "obtained by restriction of scalars" :
La

HO = H, seen a.s a Lo-vector space, and HO ® C = (H ~ C) EB (H ~ C). Note that HO
Lo

is a true (real) Hodge structure.
Suppose X is a smooth variety, and H = HW(~Y, L). Then H carries a complex Hodge

structure over L, which is obtained by extension of scalars from the (real) Hodge structure
of Ho = HW(~Y, La). H follows that the Mllmford-Tate group of His reductive. Therefore
H, as an L-Hodge structure, is semi-simple. The same applies to intersection cohomology,
and to iir (S(I(f)). - ,.

We now come to the proof of Theorem):2. Let / (5' 2.)

(5.4) H = {(Xl, ... ,Xg) E GL(2)g : detxI = detx2 = ... = detxg}.

Thus H is a group over Z, with a natural embedding into GSp(g) coming from the

identification of GL(2) with the grollp of symplectic similitlldes of the form (1 -1).

For each X E G(Q), we have Cl. finite map :

(5.5)

Consider the corresponding maps

(5.6)

LEMMA 5.5. - The map Res = 11 j; is injective.
xEG(Q)
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Proof. By the renlarks at the beginning of § 5.1, Hf(S(H, [(H(X»; C) carries a pure
Hodge structure of weight g; the restriction Innp is, according to DeIigne [De3], a map of

mixed (i .e. , pure) Hodge structures. T herefore it suffices to show that if a E iir(S(Kf ) ,C)
is of type (0,0) and Res a = 0, then a = O.

By L2-Hodge theory, (}' is representerl by a form W of type (9,0) on S(Kf); w is
moreover squar~integrabIe. The variety S(H, J<H (x» has a finite covering which is a
product of modular curves Cl,' .. ,C9 • Thus we get a finite map factoring through jx :

(5.7)

Consider a smooth compactification X of ...Y. By a basic resuIt of Freitag and Pommeren
ing [Fr-Po], w extends to a smooth differential form on X :.-Let C = Cl X ... x Gg • Since

j is finite, we obtain by normalization a compactification C of C and a diagram

c ---+ X

(5.8) J j J
c ~ X

j

where J is finite. By using the embedded resolution of singularities for C c X we obtain

a new diagram (5.8) with )( and C smooth. Then the extension W of w to X gives by

restriction a form (J)*w on C; on the interior C it coincides with j*w.
Let C = Cl X ... x C9 be t~e obvici~lS smooth compactification of C. By the birational

invariance of genera r(C, 12g
) ~ r(C, 129 ). Thus j·w extends to a holomorphic form

9 on C. The cohomology dass 'Y of () is of type (0,0); it is in the image of the
map Hg(C) --Jo H9(C); its restrietion ß to C is equal to j*o. Note that for each
factor Ci of C - Cl. modular curve - the map H 1(Ci) --+ H 1(C;,) is injective. From
the Künneth decomposition it fo11ows that HY'O(C) C 0 9H 1(Ci ), and therefore that
HY'O(C) --+ HY(C) is injective.

Suppose now that Resa = O. Then ß = 0, whence I = 0, whence (} = °by Hodge

theory on C. This impHes that (J)*w = 0 as a holomorphic form on C or, equivalently, on
C. Thus j·w = 0 CIS a holomorphic form on C. Then j;w = 0 for a11 x, and the arguments
of § 2 show that w = 0 as a form and, therefore, as a cohomology dass. This proves
Lemma 5.5.

In order to prove Theorem 3.2, it now suffices to coruüder the image of H[1(S(Kj»
in Hr(Cl x ... x Cy). By the foregoing arguments this injects into H('J) (Cl x ... x Cy),
which is -the cohomology of the L 2-spectrum of H 1(Q)\H1(A), where H1 = GL(2)9.
Since we are only interested in cla.sses of type (9,0) or (0,9), the image is contained in
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Hg,up(G1 X ..• Gy), which is described over C, in the manner of (5.3), as

(5.9) 1I'1,.·.,lI'g

where we have written H 1(1roo ) for (g, j()-cohomology and where Kl x K g is a
congruence subgroup of Hl (A!). Note that Hg,up(C1 x ... Gg) C Hg(Cl X Gg) is a
sub-Hodge structure, for example by the Drinfeld-ivIanin principle. Moreover the Hecke
algebra acts irreducibly on 1rfl 0· .. 01r:g

• Constructing an associated projector (given
by a linear combination over a GM-field of Hecke operators), we see that the image is a
SUffi of complex Horlge strllctures Qver a sufficiently large C1\l field L, of the type

(5.10) N C All €I ... Mg = lvI

I

A1i C H~.mp(Ci) being a 2-dimensional complex Hodge structure over L; each Mi is of
type {( 1,0); (0, I)}, anel N is purely of type «9,0); (0,9)).

\Ve will now give tv{o proofs of Theorem 5.2, based on different arguments, which we
feel have inelependeI1t interest.

We will denote by Gx. the Mumford-Tate group of a L-complex Hodge structure X,
for La sufficiently large CM-field. There is a natural homomorphism 11 = 1Ix : GTn ~ Gx
defined over L, as is Gx. The Mumford-Tate group is defined, apriori, as a subgroup
of GL(..-Y) x Gm, but the projection on thc first component is an isomorphism, and we
will when convenient consider GX a.s a subgroup of GL(X). (As a good reference for
Mumford-Tate groups', see (DMOS, § 1.3]).

By general principles G!vl is the image, by the tensor produet, of the group Go =
GM1 EB··· Eil Mfl ; moreover the natural maps Go ~ GM, are surjective. Since GM, C GL (2) / L
is reductive and GM, contains the image of 11, GM, = GL(2) if it is not Abelian.

We first re(!llce to the case where all GM. are isomorphie to GL(2). Assume, for
example, G MI Abelian. Then G Mt acts by t.wo eharacters on M l ; since their restriction
to Gm via v are x .-...... (.1:-1 ,1) they are not, isomorphie. This implies that Mt splits ioto
two L-Hodge struetnres. Then we see that A12 es> ... es> Mg verifies analogons conditions,
with the number of variables renuced.

We may now assume that GMi = GL(2) for all i j we consider Go C GMi x··· X GMg =
GL(2)g. (We will now simply argue with the complex points of the Mnmford-Tate
groups). Consider its derived gronp GO,der C SL(2)9.

We will apply a variant of Goursat's lemma.

LEMMA 5.6. - Suppose A C SL(2)g is (L connecterl semi-simple subgroup such that
the image 0/ A hy each projection is equal to SL(2). Then A is, 1nod1Llo pennutation 0/
{I, ... ,!J}, 0/ the /OITl1
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where (xi) E SL(2)r (J,nd the 'Pi are fJ.1Ltomorphisms 01 SL(2).

Proof. Write SL(2)9 = SL(2) X SL(2)y-l anel let B be the image of A by the map
SL(2)g ~ SL(2)g-1. Then by induction B is of the form indicated. Up to automorphisms
of the factars we may write

(5.11 )

If Ker(A -+ B) is finite it must be 1 since SL(2) is simply connected. Thus A ~ B. The
first projection applied to each SL(2)-factor of B must be trivial or the identity. Since
the factors commute it is the identity for exactly one factor. The lemma folIows.

Suppose then Ker(A --+ B) = C infinite.
The map C --+ SL(2) given by the first projection is injective. Since C is clearly semi

simple this map finst be an isoInorphism. Thus A is clearly semi-simple this map must
be an isomorphism. Thus A contains SL(2) embedded into Sl(2)r in the first component.
This implies that A = C x B, q.e.d.

Write then
(5.12)

GO,der = {'PI (xd, ... , '{Jg} (xd, 'P91 +1 (X2), ... '{J9l +92 (X2), ... , CPg-gr+1 (Xr ), ... , 'Pg (X r )}

where 9 = 91 + ... + 9n Xi E SL(2) and the '{Jj are automorphisms of SL(2). In the
tensor product representation, GO,der leaves N eMinvariant. We will denote by ei, fi
the vectors of type (1,0), (0,1) in each Mi,

Suppose first 91 < 9. Then for x E SL(2),

Since this must be a linear combination of e = ®ei and f = ®fi, we mllst needs have
'PI (X) ei E Cei for i ::; 91. This is impossible.

Therefore 91 = 9, and the same argument implies that '{Ji(x)ei E Cei for a11 i or
'Pi (x )li E Cfi for a11 i, which is again impossible.

The concIusion is that G Mi is abelian for all i, except if 9 = 1. If we return to the
reduction to the case G Mi ~ GL(2), we see· that our argument is cornplete except if a11
GM, but one are Abelian. However, in this case, M is a direct surn oE 29 - 1 summands of
type ((1,0)61(0, l))®T where T is oftype (P,lJ) with p+q :5 9-1. Each ofthese summands
is irreducible, and its intersection with N would necessarily be one--dimensional, which
is impossible (for !J 2: 2). This conelndes the first proof of Theorem 5.2.

The seconrl proof is basel on the following lemma:

LEMMA 5.7. - Let X, Y be Q-Hodge stnLctures whose Mumford-Tate gr01Lp is
reductive. Suppose J'Y, Y are pure 01 weighLs a, b with a, b > O. Let Z e X 0 Y be a
Q-Hodge structure 01 type {(p, 0) ; (0, p)} with p = n + b. Then

(i) The Mumfonl-Ta.te grDUp Gz is Abeli(J,n.
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(ii) 1f J'Y, Y are irreducihle, Gx and Gy al'e also AbelifJ.n.
(iii) X is of type {(n, 0) j (0, fJ.)} fJ.nd Y 0/ type {(b, 0), (0, b)},

We apply this lemma, arguing inductively, to an embedding N C Mt 0" . A1g where

N is an irreducible summand over Q of HF (S(1<!)) and Mi are irreducible summands of
H 1( Cd over Q. The conclnsion is that GN, and the G Mi J are Abefian.

We now prove Lemma 5.7, We now denote by Gx the Mumford-Tate group of a Q
Hodge structure J'Y; as above we view Gx as a subgroup of GL(X). Let G = GX$Y :
we then have natural surjections G -10 Gx, G -10 Gy and G -10 Gf. Let gx, gy, gz J / 6'Z
gXEBY = 9 denote the Lie algebras. Then gz C End(Z) ....... Z 0 z.. As such gz has a
Hodge decomposition, of types (0,0), (p, -]7) and (-p, p).

The Hodge type of gx are of type (i - k, j - 1.) with a = i + j = k + 1.. If this is of type
(p, -p) we get a + b = p = i - k :5 i ::; (l, an impossibility. Thw, g~P'p) = g~'-p) = {O}
and the same is true for gy, Consequently g(p,-p) = g( -p,p) = 0, whence g~'-p) = g~-P'P~ C; .

Thus gZ jf of type (0,0) which jmplies that G z commutes with lI(C X
). Now denot~-

by Mz the Mumforn-Tate group of Z, seen as a subgroup of GL(Z) x Gm : then ( ,
Prop. 3.4] Mz js the smallest subgroup of GL(Z) x Gm, defined over Q, and whose set
of complex points contains J1.(C·) where

(5.13)

Since M z C Gz x C X
, M z commutes wit.h JL j therefore /l'(C X

) is contained in the center
of Mz : this is a Q-SUbgrOllP of Mz verifying the defining condition of MZ 1 and we
conclude that Mz is Abelian; so is Gz. This proves (i).

As to (iii), note that if J'[, Y are irreducible, we may find a number field Land
absolutely irreducible summands X'( and Y1 of X 0 Land Y 0 L such that X, Y are
sums of conjugates of Xl and Y1 in the obvious sense. Extending scalars to L, we are
reduced to the case when Z C X 0 Y and X, Y are absolutely irreducible. Since the
Mumford-Tate group of Z is Abelian, we may then repla.ce Z (perhaps after a further
extension of scalars) by a on~imensional sub-Hodge structure contained in JY 0 Y. We
then have a morphism of Hodge structures over L :

(5.14) X· 0 Z ---+ Y

which is an isomorphism by irreducibiIity, Moreover Z is now of type (p,O) or (D,p)
assume the latter. If (i,j) is a type of JY and (k, l) a type of Y we now have

(5.15) -'L=k, -j+p=1.

which implies i = k = 0 anel j = (L, l = I This, after an obvious argument of / b
Galois descent, implies (iii) j morcover the weight homomorphisms Gm -10 GL(X) and
Gm -10 GL(Y) are now scalar, and the argument given in the proof of (i) implies (ii).
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Proof of Theorem 5.3

Vve now consider the restriction maps

in etale cohomology. These maps can be defined over number fields, and therefore
commute with the natural action of Gal(Q/F) for some sufficiently large number
field F. The previous proof shows that the image is contained in the subspace of tr:)
HF(G1 x ... X Gg,gt) contributed by modular forms yielding Hodge structures of GM Jrt
type. The associated Galois representation then arise from factors of the Jacobians of the
curves Gi that are of GM type. According to Shimura-Taniyama and Weil the associated
Galois representations are potentially Abelian «(Bor], [Pi); cf. Serre [Se2]).

5.3. - We end this paragraph with a few remarks. First we note that the argument
in the proof of Theorem 5.12 cOllld be applied directly to tbe Galois representations 
hence proving Theorem 5.3 - if one could use Hodge-Tate theory. This would however
require information on the Hodge-Tate nat.ure of HF (S(Kf), Qt), Le., Conjecture 5.4. In
turn trus conjecture would follow if CL suitable comparison theorem between i-acHe and
De Rham eohomology applied to Hf, since De Rham cohomology is computed (over C)
by Lemma 5.1. However, the theory of Hodge-Tate for open varieties does not seem to
be sufficiently developed for this proof.

For 9 = 2, Weissauer (Weis) has been able to prove Theorem 5.3 directly; Theorem 5.2
is implicit in his paper1

. We could have obtained Theorem 5.3, in the even case (g even) ,
by reduetion to his result, using the analogue of Lemma 5.5 to restrict classes in Hf to
produets of Siegel t,hreefolds, to which his results apply. It is then also possible to treat
the case that 9 is odd, but at the cost. of complications. Dur present proof is more direct.
Finally, it is also possible to .treat tohe ease of eoefficient systems: we leave this to the
interested reader. '

We also note that the previous proof implies that classes in iir (S(Kf» restrict to
cuspidal cohomology classes on products of modular curves. On the other hand, there
is no apriori reason for such elasses on S(I(f) to be cuspidal (they are ooly square
integrable). In fact, Weissauer (Weis] shows the existence, for 9 = 2, of non-cuspidal
holomorphie classes.

We note that this phenomenon is more general. Suppose F1, • •• , Fr are totally real
fields of degrees gl,' .. , gr over Q, with 91 + ... +Ur = 9· Let Gi = ResFi/Q GL(2). Then
Gi has a natural homomorphism "norm of determinant" Vi : Gi ~ Gm over Q. Let H
be the group

(5.16)

Then there is a natural map H --l> G. A corollary of the previous arguments is :

1 See also Blasius-Rogawski [BI-Ro].
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PROPOSITION 5.8. - (0 2:: 3) A cla.r;s w E Hf (S(I([)) restncts to a c7J.Spidal dass in
Hr(S(H,1(H(X))) for any map jx : S(H,1<fJ(x)) -j. S(1([).

Proof. We may assurne w of type (0,0). The arguments of § 5.2 then show that the
restrietion of w yields a dass of type (0,0), in the iInage of Hg l in the g-th cohomology,
of a product Cl x ... X Cr of Shimura variet.ies associated to Gi, Eut according to Harder
[Ha2] a11 such dasses are cuspidal. More precisely, if C = Cl x ... Cn Harder shows [Ha2,
p. 65] that

(5.17) HF (C) = Hgtt~p (C) EB H~re!J (C) ,

the second factor coming from Eisenstein series associated to Grössencharakterer of the
Fi . The F i being t.otally real a11 such cla...'lS€s are Tate classes.

If r = 1, and we therefore consider an embedding GL(2,F) -j. GSp(g) with
(F : Q] = fJ, it is an exercise on Siegel domains to check directly Proposition 5.8 from
the growth estimat.es on w coming from it.s square-integrability (use Lemmas 1.4.1 and
1.4.11 of Moeglin-Waldspurger [Mo-We]. For r > 1 we have not tried to give a direct
proof j for cuspidal classes of course the result follows from Proposition 2.8.



6. - The case of unitary or orthogonal groups

6.1. - In this section we consider a. group of unitary similitlldes G = GU(Q)
associated to a quadratie imaginary exten..c:;ion F of Q and an Hermitian form Q on
Fn = V. Write V = Vh EV Va, where Vh is a sum of hyperbolie planes and Qa = Qlv<1 is
anisotropie. Let 2p = dirn Vh, m = dirn Va. As is well-known, Qa 0 IR is definite if m =1= 2.
The group G(IR) then has signature (p + m, p). If m = 2 and Qa ® IR is indefinite, G(IR)
has signature (p + 1, p + 1).

In the first case Q ean be written in a basis of V with the matrix

-1p 0

J= ~l

o L~Tn

with ~i E QX, ~i < 0 and L E F an element such that T = -L. (We assume L-1Qa 0 IR
negative). The group G eontains the subgroup H of GSp(r) x GU(Qa) defined by the
equality of the ratios of similitude. Consider h : CX -+ G(IR)

x y 0
-y x

z = x + iy 1---4

o
z

z

Then h factors throllgh H(IR) C G(IR). The centralizer K oo of h in G(IR) is isomorphie
to the subgroup G(U(p) x U(p + m)).of GU(p) x GU(p + m) defined by the equality of
the similitude ratios, if m ~ O. (If m= 0 this is a subgroup of index 2 of K oo )'

In the second ease, we take h given (for an appropriate bal3is of Va) by

ZI----+

:7; y

-y X

z

The eentralizer of h then 11as a subgroup of index 2 isomorphie to G(U(P+ 1) x U(p+ 1».
The parameter h defines a family of Shimura varieties S(h, !(j) = S(Kj) (Kj C

G(A j », defined over a reflex field E. We will not explicitate the field E; we reeall only
that for m = 0 (even quasi-spIit ease) it is equal to Q; for m = 1 (odd quasi-spIit ease)
it is equal to F.

Let q = p + m. ThllS TJ ~ lJ. We will assurne p ~ 2 and q > 2. Define Ht(S(Kj» as
in § 5.1. Thus Ht(S(](j), C) carries a pure Hodge structure of weight i. Since it injeets
into IHi(S(](j),C), we can apply tohe arguments of the previous paragraph:
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LEMMA 6.1. - Let HT(S([(f),C) rlcnote the complemen~ in Hf(S(Kf),C) 0/ the
(possible) contribution 0/ the trivial represent(J,tion. Then Hf (S([(f ), C) is purely 0/
Hodge type ((p, 0); (0, p)).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.A.6 by t.he arguments given in § 5.1.

Our purpose in this section is to prove :

THEOREM 6.2. - Assume p ;::: 2, q > 2. Then the representation 0/ Gal(E/ E) on
iiF (S(Kf), Qt) is potentially Abelian.

THEOREM 6.3. - (p ;::: 2, q > 2). The Hodge structure on ifr(S(Kf), C) kas Abelian
Mumford- Tate gro1J.p.

We will prove these theorems by reduction to the case of the graup GSp(p). Until
the end of this section, \ve assurne m f; 2. Let H C G be the Q-subgroup described
above. Then H has a natural morphism toward M = GSP(g)hQ, whose kernel is IR
anisotropie. There is a family of associated morphisms S(H, /(f ) -+ S(M, [(fM) (with
obvious notations) which are finite coverings defined over number fields. Therefore the
assertions of Theorem 5.2 and 5.3 are true for H - using the results of Weissauer [Weis]
and Blasius-Rogawski (BI-Ra} if p = 2, and § 5 for p > 2.

For x E G (Q), consider as nsual

(6.1)

and its effect on iir (S(J(f), C). We must prove :

LEMMA 6.4. - The map Res = DXEG(Q) j; is injective.

Proof. As in §5 we müst show t.hat·if Q' E HT(S(J(f), C) is of type (p, 0) and Res Q' = 0,
then a = O. Let w an L2

, holömorphic', representative of a. Fix j = jx, and let ß = j*a,
and Tl = j*w, a form of type (p,O) on S(/(fH) where J(fH = KH(X). As notieed above
S(KfH) is a finite cover of a Shimura variety for GSp(p); since P2: 2 the congruence
praperty holds for GSp(p) and therefore it is (aver C at least) a Shimura variety of
GSp(p). We can therefore apply the geometrie arguments of § 5.

Set X = S(KJ
H

) and let X be a smooth compactification af X. Then Tl extends to
a smooth differential form 11 on X. We would like to show that 1] (or 11) vanishes if the
cohomology dass ß vanishes; ß is the cohomology dass associated to 1].

Since the map HP(X) -+ HP(X) has no reasan to be injective even on classes of type
(p, 0), we cannot argue directly on X.

Consider however the natural morphism SL(2)P -+ H. The effect on Shimura varieties
(over C! the..l;)e do not corresponn t.o natural maps of moduli problems) give maps

]1 : Cl x ... X Cp --+ X

We ean now consider jiTJ = B, a form on Cl x ... X Cp , and the associated cohomology
class '"Y = jiß. The argument in § 5.2 shows that 8 extends to a form Bon Cl x ... x C p ,
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of type (p,O). Since 1 = 0, Ö = 0 (again, see § 5.2, proof of Lemma 5.5) whence TJ = O.
By (the proof of) Proposition 3.A.5 and Proposition 3.C.4, the assumption that () = 0
for a11 j and ]1 implies that TJ, and then w, vanish. Therefore Q' = 0, q.e.d.

Proof of Theorems 5.2 and 6.3. They now follow from Lemma 6.4 and the fact that
the analogous theorems hold for H.

We now simply sketch the proof when m = 2 anel Qa ~ 1R is indefinite. In this case we
must consider a group H which is a subgroup of GSp(r) x GU(Qa), the group GU(Qa)
heing of type (1, 1) at infinity.

We first show that the restriction map from iir(S(K/), C) to nHr (S(H, !(H(X», C)
x

is injective, with the usual notations. This is a geometrie problem, so we can as weH
consider Sp(r) x SU(Qa) C G. We are led to eonsider holomorphic p-forms on varieties
Xl x C, where Xl is a Shimura variety for 8p(r) and C a Shimura eurve coming from
SU(Qa).

LEMMA 6.5. - 1f XI is a quasi.-pmjectitJe variety, and C a projective variety, over C,
then

(6.2) HO(X I x C,OP) = E9 HO(Xl,OPl)0F'(C,0P2)
Pt+P2=P

This is clear. We may apply trus to Xl x C and to X 1 X C where Xl is a smooth
compa.ctification of ..,Y1. Using the result of Freitag-Pommerenke as an § 5.2, we then
deduce that restriction is injective if it is so infinitesimally. For this we need :

LEMMA 6.6. - Let GI be unita.ry a group 0/ type (r + 1, r + 1) at infinity, and
H 1 C Gl/Q a subgroup oftype U(r,r)x U(l,l) at infinity. [lw is a holomorphic (r+1)
form on a Shimura variety for GI then w does not vanish stably along H 1. M oreover its
restrietions are of type «r,O); (1,0)) on the lactors fl.ssociated to U(r, r) x U(1, 1).

This follows from Proposition 3.A.8, except for the type of the restriction. For clarity
we retrace the proof, using the notations of § 3A. It suffices to show that the vector
v = e10 /1/\" ·/\el (9lr+1 is in the CI(-span of w = e10 /1/\' . '/\eI0 Ir /\er+1 0/r+l,
!( heing U(r + 1) x U(r + 1) aeting in the obviollS manner on C r + 1 ®Cr + l . We consider
a linear transformation er+l .....--.. el + ter+l, ei .....--.. ei (i ~ r). The constant term of the
vector w(t) obtained from w is then equal to v, q.e.d. Further, the first degrees where
U(r, r) can have holomorphie cohomology are r, 2r -1. If r > 2 the last assertion follows;
for r = 1 it is obvious. Assurne r = 2 : thus]( = U(3) x U(3), v = e10/1/\e1 @/2/\et0/3.
The space A3pk

l
is spanned by the four vectors obtained from e1 ® /1 /\ e2 ® /1/\ e2 0/2

by permutations of the indices in {I, 2}. On the other hand, ]( . v is the 3-dimensional
space spanned by v, e2 <9/1 /\ e'l 0/2 /\ e2 013 and e3 0/1 /\ e3 0 /'1 /\ e2 0 /3, For the
natural scalar praduct, one checks easily that K . v is orthogonal to A3Pk1 . Thus v is not
in the CI(-span of A3 pt 1 • This completes the praof.
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The injectivity of restrietion now follows fraln Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6.
\Ve now finish the praof of Theorem 6.3. We have obtained an injective map of

iIf(S(KJ),C) into a product of spaces of the form Hf(S(H,KH),C) i H is a subgraup
of GSp(r) x GU(Qu) = H' and S(H,]<H) is cavered by a product of varieties Xl x C
associated to the two factors; finally we have an injection of iff(S(](/) ,C) into a product
of spaces of the form Hf (XI X C), whose image falls in Hr'o (X1) ® H 1,0 (C) by Lemma 6.6.
Since Hr (..IY1) and H 1(C) are pure Hodge structures of weights. rand 1 respectively,
Lemma 5.7 (i) implies that the Mumford- Tate graup of (each absolutely irreducible
factor of) Hf (S(Kj ), C) is Abelian. Moreover, Theorem 6.1 now follows as in §5, since
by Lemma 5.7 a11 irreducible Hodge sub-structures Z c Hr(Xd, T C Hl(C) such that
Im(Hf(S(Kj) , C) meets Z ® T are Abelian : this implies that the associated Galois
representations are potentia11y Abelian by the results recalled in § 5. (N.B. : since r > 1,
it follows from § 5 that the Galois representations on Hr(Xd are Abelian : note however
that we do need a further argument (Lemma 5.7) to control the contributions of Hl(C),
since the whole space H 1(C) is not AbeHan.

6.2. - We now consider the case of a unitary group G over Q of type (2,2) at the t;t. ......'"
infinite prime. ~
dt. Assume first that ~ -is quasi-split : it contains a copy H of Sp(2) as in § 6.1. Let u-(

I = LieG ('IR.) . -J" .\ q~ ,l

LEMMA 6.7. - There are 6 Vogan-Zurkerman modules Afl/, such that ~~ ~
H2(~, ](00; A~) f. 0 : the trivial representation, two modules whose H2 is primitive 0/ '} I %
type (2, 0) or (0, 2), anrl one module having prirnitive cohomolog1J 0/ type (1, 1).

The proof is easy. Write ~ = ~(x) with x = (al, a2, bl,~) a.s in § 3A. We get two '4- t.q-
distinct types of holomoI'phic AtP's ~ociated to (a,a,a,~) with a >~, and (al,b,b,b) ~

with al > b. Analogously, there ?Xe two types of antiholomorphic modules. Finally,
x = (al, a2, at, a2) yields a module of type (1,1), unique up to isomorphism. Denote
by At, A2 the holomorphic representations associated to (a, a, a,~) and (al, b, b, b)
respectively.

Now the space j{2(S(!(j),C) carries a Hodge structure of type {(2,0), (0,2), (1, 1)}.
Consider the restrietion maps to the spaces S(H, ](H), C) with the notations oE § 6.1.

- Res--
We get a map H 2(S(I<!), C) I nH 2(S(H, ](H(X», C). The spaces on the right

x

are again pure Hodge structures, and it follows from the results of Weissauer (Weis) and
Blasius-Rogawski that each of these Horige structures is, over Q, the direct surn of its
part of type {(2, 0), (0, 2)} and of its part of type (1, 1) : these components are separated
by Hecke operat.ors.

We may then consider the restrietion map Res, composed with projection on the
(2, 0), (0, 2) part. Its kernel cont,ains (over C) jj2 (S(!(j ) , C) 11 and is a Q-Hodge structure.
Moreover (over C) Res is injective, by Proposition 3.A.9, on j{2 (S(Kj), C)(2,O)+(O,2).

Consequently iI2(S(!<j), C)l1 splits as a Hodge structure over Q. Moreover the previous
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arguments imply that tbe part of type {(2, 0), (0, 2)} of jj2 is AbeHan, since this is known
for Sp(2). We have proved :

THEOREM 6.8. - Suppose G is a quasi-split unitary group 0/ (absolute) rank 4 ouer
Q : thus G(lR) -- U(2, 2). Then jf2(S(Kf), C) is a direct sum, as a Bodge structure :

jj2 = jjll ffi JJ(2,O)+(O,2)

over Q. Both Hodge stT'uctures are A belian. The corresponding results hold fOT' the Galois
representations.

In fact, jjll is a Hodge structure of type (1,1), thus associated to a scalar representa
tion ofG~ : it splits into 1-dimensional subspaces over Q. Note that moreover, because of
the Lefschetz (1-1)-theorem, all rational classes in Hll should be represented by cycles :
this would follow if one could show that their images in the cohomology of a suitable
smooth compactification of S(I(j) do not vanish. We have not pursued this problem.

We now consider the anisotropie case. By taking a 3-dimensional subspace of the 4
dimensional Hermitian space, we obtain an embedding H '-+ G, where H is a tmitary
group of type (2,1) at infinity. Upon restrietion to (varieties associated to) H, the classes
of type Al vanish while restriction is injective for eIasses of type A2 (Propositions 3AS,
3A6).

The consequence is that classes of type Al or A2 belong to different Hodge structures
(over Q). If one could show that classes associated to the representation of type (1,1) He
in a disjoint Hodge structure, the argument. shetched above would again show that they
are Tate classes. This will require further work on the trace forrnula.

6.3. - Orthogonal groups.

Suppose G is a group over Q such that G(lR) is isogenous to SO(2, m). We will assume
m ;::: 5. For !( C G(AJ) compact--epen, we consider the intersection cohomology space
IH2 (SK(C), C).

LEMMA 6.9. - IH2(SK(C), C) is purely 0/ type (1,1).

This is Proposition 3BD3.

Suppose now G anisotropie over Q.

THEOREM 6.10. - (G anisotropie over Q, G(lR) isogenous to SO(2, m»)

(i) H 2 (BK, C) is purely 0/ type (1,1), and consequently spanned by algebmie
classes

(ii) If E is (I fielrl 0/ definition for BK, the action 0/ Gal(E/E') on H2(SK, Ql) is,
/or an finite extension E' 0/ E, an extension 0/ I-dimensional representations isomorphie
to the Tate chameter.

This is clear: (i) follows from the Lemma. By t.he Lefschetz (1-1)-theorem, H2(SK, C)
is spanned by the classe..s of cycles, which may be defined over Cl finite extension E'. Then
(ii) folIows.



7. - Summation

An infernal conjecture about the cohomology of Shimura varieties is the following 
we limit ourselves to varieties over Q.

PROBLEM 7.1. - Let G ue a reductive gr01Lp over Q, with Gder X Q simple and G(IR)
Hennitian 01 real rank r. Suppose the absolute rank 01 G > 1. Then is Hr (SK) Abelian

? a Bodge struct1J.re/oj(a Galois representation) ? ;\ (pe reJ1h·-li~ Atx[!tM, a-r7
Here Hr should be interpreted as IHr (intersection cohomology) I or Hr according to

Dur choices in this paper.
NumerotlS cases of this conjecture are known, the fust mention of the problem being

seemingly due to Oda [OdaJ : see in particular Kumar-Ramakrishnan [KuR], Blasius
Rogawski [BI-Ra], Weissauer [Weis]. We now review what is known :

7A. - Unitary groups

For H 1 the result is due to [KuR] and [BI-Ro]. For r ~ 2 and G a true unitary group
(aver Q) it is proved here, except for non-split U(2,2) (see § 6.1, 6.2). This leaves the
case where G is a "fake" unitary group, Cl..'isodnt,ccl t.o a Hcnnit,inn Apa.ce aver n Rimple
central algebra D with an involution of the second kind. If D is a division algebra (and
with a few restrietions) the result follows from Theorem 3.3 of (Clo4J and its proof when
G = U(D) - the unitary group associated to a 1-dimensional Hermitian module over D.

7B. - Orthogonal groups

The simplest result is Theorem 6.10. It would extend, correctly rephrased, to isotropie
groups and Hr if one cotild show that these classes extend injectively to a suitable smooth
compactification.

7.C. - Symplectic groups

Here the result is given by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. We have not treated the case
of anisotropie groups (associated to quaternionian forms, see Deligne [DeI]) since we
consider only groups aver Qi however the method of § 5 extends to these cases, at least
for 9 > 2 (where one can llse Lemma 5.1).
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